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t	1.	 INTRODUCTION
i
	1.1	 PURPOSE. The purpose of the Mission Support Requirements Document
(MSRD) is to define the flight payload, its operation, and the
support required from the Space Transportation System (STS). The
definition of the payload includes the flight objectives and
requirements, the experiment operations, and the payload configura-
tion. The support required from the STS includes the accommodation
of the payload by the Orbiter/Spaceiab, use of the flight operations
network and ground facilities, and the use of the launch site
facilities.
	1.2	 FLIGHT OBJECTIVES. The scientific objective of the AMPS program is
to assist in developing a comprehensive understanding of the region
surrounding the earth. Based on laboratory and space experimentation,
several techniques for meeting this goal have been proposed. These
techniques involve observing the effects produced by natural proc-
esses or by disturbances that are purposely imposed. Flight 1
experiments have been chosen that utilize these techniques and cover
a broad range of investigations. The range of AMPS investigations
has been apportioned into four disciplines — particle interactions,
plasma interaction and flow, wave phenomena, and atmospheric science.
Active experiments in each of these areas are included in the
Flight 1 experiment list, as described below.
1.2.1
	 The particle interaction discipline for Flight 1 is centered
around experiments to be performed with an electron accel-
erator and its associated diagnostics. Three such investi-
gations have been enumerated -- vehicle neutralization, beam
characteristics, and beam-plasma interactions. The primary
objectives of the first two investigations are to study the
properties of the electron beam and its effect on the vehicle.
These studies will be crucial in deciding how experiments in
this area can be carried on in future flights, The third
investigation involves a study of how the electron beam
interacts with the local plasma environment, and, as such,
can be considered a second-generation experiment. The beam
current capabilities, beam direction and stability, and
general operating requirements will be determined in the
first two experiments, and thereby determine the operating
characteristics for the beam-plasma experiment.
1.2.2	 In the plasma interaction and flow category, a gas release
system will provide the perturbing source for two investiga-
tions. The release and subsequent gas expulsion will be
accomplished using five titanium canisters, each containing
50 kg of xenon. One in^testigation involves observing the
early phases of the expansion as the gas cloud interacts
with the ambient atmosphere. Rapid deceleration to a sta-
tionary state in less than l g seconds and heating to 20000K
or more before dispersal and cooling are expected to occur.
The second investigation depends on the release injecting
enough energy through the Shuttle orbital velocity (ti8 km/sec)
into the upper atmosphere to create an observable acoustic
gravity wave.
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1.2.3	 In the wave phenomena category, investigations on Flight l
will be primarily directed at measuring the local EMI envi-
ronment and determining the conditions under which the
active probing experiments on future flights will be
carried out. The environmental sensing package (ESP) will
be instrumented with a variety of detectors for measuring
the local do magnetic field, as well as ac magnetic and
electric fields i;o determine background EMI levels. Ener-
getic particle and background plasma measurements will also
be made with the ESP as it is moved throughout the rear
Shuttle environment with the RMS.
1.2.4	 Atmospheric investigations will be made in three areas.
First, a hard-mounted lidar will be used to make ozone
density measurements using a dual beam differential absorp-
tion technique. Second, an atmospheric array will perform
limb scanning measurements to provide a worldwide map for a
large number of molecular species in the upper atmosphere.
Maps will be made of the molecular concentration and tem-
peratures of chlorine oxide, nitric oxide, and the hydroxl
radical that are involved in the production and destruction
of ozone. The third atmospheric measurements investigation
will be performed with a solar flux monitor, used as a
monitor to provide short time period calibration of solar
instruments being flown on other spacecraft programs.
Although this instrument is not strictly a part of the
atmospheric measurements category, it is mounted in the
same canister to be pointed by SIPS as the other atmospheric
instruments.
1.2.5	 In summary, a basic objective of all experiments on Flight l
is to successfully perform investigations that will provide
the groundwork for future missions. In each of the four
investigation areas, even partial fulfillment of the objec-
tives enumerated above can lead to very significant progress.
The mission success criteria will be discussed in 1.4.
1.3	 FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS. The flight objectives for the experiment disci-
plines were defined in 1.2. The requirements to meet those objectives
are summarized here. The following sections define the requirements
for the four disciplines	 particle interactions, plasma interaction
and flow, wave phenomena, and atmospheric science.
1.3.7
	
The particle interaction experiments require direct optical
viewing of the beam profile, thus demanding operation in
darkness. For safety as well as experimental reasons, the
beam must be aligned closely with respect to the local mag-
netic field direction. Careful monitoring of possible
potential buildup of the Orbiter during accelerator opera-
tion is necessary.
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1.3.2	 The plasma interaction and flow experiments require .he gas
canister ignition over the Arecibo, Puerto Rico, ground
radar scatter facility during local darkness. The canister
will be released and placed into an orbit that locates it
behind the Shuttle. This will allow on-board viewing of
the initial expansion phase with the optical instrument
complement.
1.3.3	 The wave phenomena measurements performed with the ESP-
Mounted instruments are to be performed under all conditions
possible, both to study natural environmental effects, and
to seek out possible superior operating conditions for other
experiments. As such, these measurements are to be made
night and day, early and late in the flight, at all
altitudes and latitudes encountered during the flight, and
in all Orbiter orientations with respect to the magnetic
field and velocity vector.
1.3.4	 Ozone measurements require the lidar to be used in the down-
ward viewing mode, pointing to within 10 degrees of the nadir.
The ozone measurements can be performed at any time, and will
in fact best be carried out by using a variety of geographic
locations. Initial test firings, however, would best be per-
formed in the dark to minimize any problems with background
radiation.
1.3.5	 The atmospheric minor constituents experiments require scan-
ning the earth's limb, but can be performed at any Lima so
long as the sun is not in the 'Field of view. The solar flux
monitor will view the sun's disk once per day at local noon.
Since the limb scanning instruments are also mounted on the
SIPS, these must be shut down and closed off during this per-
iod of time. The solar viewing is best performed at the
flight's maximum altitude (to minimize atmospheric absorption)
and during periods of minimum outgassing and effluents release.
1.4 SUCCESS CRITERIA. The success of the flight is Based on the achieve-
ment of specific events within each of :.he four investigation areas.
These events are given a category rating. The investigations will
be considered a success if each of Cate: ory 1 events are achieved
during the flight.
Investigation Area
	 Categony
Particle interactions
(TBO)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TED)
Produce an obsopvable beam at one-half power
or current
Produce beam at full power and current
Observe Shuttle neutralization behavior
Observe beam stability
Observe hew-ii-p i asma interaction
7-3
6Investigation Area Category
Chemical release
Produce at least one observable release (TBD)
For each additional release (TBD)
Produce usable data on one expansion (TBD)
Observe one gravity wave generation (TBD)
Produce usable data on each additional (TBD)
expansion
Observe additional gravity waves (TBD)
Wave phenomena (environmental measurements)
Mapping electromagnetic radiation (TBD)
Mapping pressure and composition (TBD)
Mapping ion, electron densities and (TBD)
temperatures
Determination of surface contaminations (TBD)
Determination of magnetic and electrostatic (TBD)
background
Atmospheric science
Send and receive lidar signal (TBD)
Complete lidar soundings (TBD)
Successfully cool	 IR instruments (TBD)
Perform a series of limb scans and obtain (TBU)
interferometer data
Complete limb scans (TBD)
Perform solar flux monitor experiments (TBD)
r
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1.5	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.	 The following documents form a part of this
document.	 The date and issue are shown unless the document is under
CCS control.
	
In this case, "current issue" is shown in place of the
specific date and issue.
Item
No. Title Date
1. NASA/ESA Memorandum of Understanding, 14 Aug 73
NASA-SL-MU-8-73
2. Spacelab Programme Plan, NASA-MF-74-2 26 Sep 74
3. Program Requirements Document-Level I, Revision 2
NASA-MF-74-1
4. Spacelab Systems Requirements Document, Current issue
SLPi 2l 00
5. Spacelab Operations Requirements-Overview - Preliminary
Vol.	 I	 (Preliminary) SL-OP-030
6. Spacelab Operations Requirements - Ground Preliminary
Operations - Vol. 	 II	 (Preliminary) SL-OP-031
7. Spacelab Operations Requirements - Mission Preliminary
Operations - Vol.	 III (Preliminary)
B. Spacelab Operations Requirements - Logistics Preliminary
Operations - Vol. 	 IV (Preliminary) SL-OP-033
9. Space Shuttle Program Flight and Ground Current issue
Systems Specification, JSC 07700, Vol. X
10. Space Shuttle Program System Payload Accom- Current issue
modations, Vol. XIV
11, Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook, Current issue
ESTEC SLP/2104
	2.	 EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
During the first flight of the AMPS payload, nine experiments will
be performed in order to study the atmosphere and magnetosphere and
to investigate plasma phenomena in the ionopshere. The following is
a list of the experiments:
(1) Vehicle neutralization
(2) Beam characteristics
(3) Beam-plasma interactions
(4) Acoustic gravity waves
(5) Gas cloud expansion dynamics
(6) Minor constituents
(7) Ozone density
(8) Environmental measurements
(9) Solar radiation
Experiments (1), (2), and (3) are basically similar in that they use
the electron accelerator. Experiments (4) and (5) are performed
simultaneously on the same gas cloud release E(4) deals with the
interactions close to the center of the release and (5) deals with
the traveling waves produced by the release]. Experiment (8) will
be used to provide data for future AMPS flights and should be per-
formed as often as possible during the mission. Experiment (9) will
be performed for 30 minutes near local noon six times during the
flight. Experiment (6) uses the infrared interferometer to do limb
scanning of atmospheric emissions. Experiment (7) uses the lidar to
make differential absorption measurements of atmospheric ozone. The
experiment operations have been enumerated in 2.1 through 2.4. In
2.1 appears the listing of experiment operation sequences for each
of the nine experiments. These sequences represent short summary
descriptions of the actual step-by-step procedures required to per-
form the experiments. In 2.2, the experiment orbital constraints
and requirements are listed in tabular form by referring back to the
procedural step defined in 2.1. In 2.3 and 2.4, the experiment
operational constraints and requirements and the instrument opera-
tional constraints and requirements are listed, again in tabular
form, and again referring back to the steps enumerated in 2.1.
	
2.1
	
EXPERIMENT SEQUENCE DEFINITIONS. The following lists of steps
involved in the carrying out of each of the experiments for Flight 1
have been broken down into broad groupings of steps rather than into
detailed, individual operations. The final list of detailed opera-
tions will depend on the exact instrument and subsystem designs as
well as the specifics of the controls, displays, and software
arrangements.
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	2.1.1
	 Vehicle neutralization
(1.1) Check accelerator supplies. Check monitor housekeeping of
energy storage bank, low voltage power processor; begin
charging of bank and monitor until bank is fully charged.
(1.2) Check accelerator. Ready cathode for use, check high
voltage processor; check electron optics, beam bending
coils and all housekeeping monitors.
(1.3) Orient Orbiter. Orient with Orbiter 2-axis pointed along
the local magnetic field line, upwards. Hold orientation
through remainder of experiment.
(1.4) Check diagnostics. Turn on Level 2 diagnostic instruments
and check for proper -Functioning.
(1.5) Ready accelerator for firing. Set in beam characteristics
desired, energy, current, pulse shape, firing time and
duration. Ready Level 1 diagnos irs if desired. Set
bending coils.
(1.5) Fire accelerator. Initiate tiring sequence.
(1.7) Collect data. Data to be collected from Level 2 diagnostics,
accelerator monitors, Level 1 diagnostics (if used) for a
period of at least l minute before firing to 1 minute after
firing in order to determine the spacecraft charging char-
acteristics during the beam emission period.
X 1.3 ) Repeat. The whole procedure, (1.1) through (1.7), would be
repeated for various beam characteristics, various Shuttle
orientations, various local times, altitudes, and geographic
positions in order to gather enough data to determine the
vehicle neutralization characteristics for any firing
conditions.
(l.9) Shut down. Turn off diagnostic instruments; put accelerator
into a standby or off mode; cover accelerator if necessary;
discharge energy storage banks and short them. Release
Orbiter attitude for other experiments.
	
2.1.2	 Beam characteristics
(2.1) Check accelerator supplies. Same as (1.1)
(2.2) Check accelerator. Same as (1.2)
(2.3) Orient Orbiter. Same as (1.3)
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I(2.4) Check diagnostics. Turn on Level 2 diagnostics, OBIPS,
the following ESP instruments: E&B receivers, medium
energy electron detector, magnetometer, Langmuir probe and
ion mass and distribution analyzer. Check each of them
for proper operation.
(2.5) Orient ESP. Put the RMS into the desired position so that
ESP will be able to make the desired measurements of the
beam.
(2.6) Ready accelerator for firing. Same as (1.5)
(2.7) Eire accelerator. Same as (1.6)
(2.8) Collect data. Data to by collected from Level 1 and 2
diagnostics and the ESP instruments for at least 1 minute
before and after the firing in order to ascertain what the
characteristics of the electron beam are after it leaves
the aperture of the accelerator, It is necessary to com-
pare the characteristics of the traveling electron beam to
those determined by reference to the monitor functions of
the accelerator itself.
(2.9) Repeat. Repeat (2.1) through (2.8) at various accelera-
tor energy, current and focusing settings so that the
characteristics of the beam can be calibrated for future
use by reference to the accelerator settings only.
(2.10) Shut down. Same as (1.9) plus release RMS for other
experiments.
2.1.3	 Beam-plasma interactions
(3.1) Check accelerator supplies. Same as (1.1)
(3.2) Check accelerator. Same as (1.2)
(3.3) Orient Shuttle. Same as (1.3)
(3.4) Check diagnostics. Same as (2.4)
(3.5) Orient ESP. Put the RMS into the desired position or scan
mode so that ESP will be able to measure the beam-plasma
interaction.
(3.6) Ready accelerator for firing. Same as (1.5)
(3.7) Eire accelerator. Same as (1.6)
(3.8) Collect data. Data to be collected from Level 1 and 2
diagnostics, and the ESP instruments for at least 1 minute
before and after the firing in order to ascertain the
interaction of the beam with the ambient plasma.
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(3.9)	 Repeat. Repeat (3.1) through (3.8) at various accelera-
tor energies, currents and focusing settings; various
RMS positions, various Orbiter attitudes, beam pitch
angles, Orbiter geographic locations, and local times.
(3.10) Shut down. Same as (2.10).
	
2.1.4	 Acoustic gravity waves and gas cloud expansion dynamics
These investigations have exactly the same steps as far
as in-orbit operations.
(4.1)	 Check release canister. Make sure that the xenon canister
is in working order and ready for ejection from the
Orbiter.
(4.2)	 Orient Orbiter for ejection of canister. The canister will
be spring ejected into the proper orbit so that when the
canister is fired the Orbiter will be in a proper position
to view the expanding gas cloud.
(4.3)	 Check diagnostic instruments. Turn on the OBIPS and the
IR interferometer and make sure that they are properly
functioning.
(4.4)	 Orient Orbiter. Orient the Orbiter so that when the xenon
canister is fired the gas cloud will be from 1 to 10 km
directly behind the Orbiter and so that the SIPS will be
able to view the expanding cloud.
(4.5) Orient SIPS. Put SIPS into mode where it will be able to
view the expanding cloud as long as the cloud is above the
horizon.
(4.6)	 Fire xenon gas release canister. Initiate the gas release.
(4.7) Take data. Take data from the OBIPS and the IR inter-
ferometer for as long as the gas cloud remains above the
horizon.
(4.8)	 Shut down. Turn off OBIPS and IR interferometer, calibrate
if possible, release SIPS and Orbiter for other experiments.
	
2.1.5	 Minor constituents
(5.1)	 Cool IR system. Begin the cooling process of the cryo-
genically cooled IR telescope and the IR detectors.
(5.2)	 Check IR system. Once system is cold, turn on IR detectors
and check all monitor functions. Do sample or calibration
runs of the IR interferometer and check the data output for
accuracy.
2--4
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(5.3) Orient Orbiter,	 Put the Orbiter into an attitude where
P the SIPS will be able to do limb scanning of the earth's
atmosphere over the altitude range from 20 to 100 km.
(5.4) Orient SIPS.	 Put the SIPS into an earth limb scanning
mode.
(5.5) Take data.	 Turn the IR interferometer on and let it take
limb scan data for long periods of time in order to build
up a map of the various atmospheric emissions.
(5.6) Examine data.	 Periodically look at the data output from
the IR interferometer in order to check its qualitative
accuracy and monitor the housekeeping functions of both
the SIPS and the interferometer for proper operations.
(5.7) Shut down.	 Turn off IR interferometer, calibrate if pos-
sible, release SIPS and Orbiter for other experiments.
Cooling to the telescope optics should be maintained,
2.1.6 Ozone density_
(6.1) Check lidar system.	 Start dye pump, charge capacitor bank,
align and tune lasers, check all housekeeping monitors,
turn on receiver detector, check receiver alignment.
Calibrate if possible.
(6.2) Orient Orbiter,	 Orient Orbiter so that laser can fire
toward the nadir within 10 degrees and hold this orienta-
tion throughout the remainder of the experiment.
(6.3) Test fire lasers.
	
Fire lidar into atmosphere and check
firing systems, receiver output, laser outputs, alignments,
power consumption, laser and receiver tunings.
(6.4) Do lidar soundings. 	 Begin firing lidar on automatic mode
for DIAL ozone measurements once per second; i.e., two
laser firings per second.
(6.5) Examine data.	 Periodically check; to see that the data being
collected by the lidar system has the proper qualitative
features.
(6.6) Shut down.	 Turn lidar system off, calibrate if possible,
check all monitor functions for proper operation.	 Release
Orbiter for other experit,ients.
i
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	2.1.7	 Environmental measurements
	
(7.1)	 Check ESP instruments. Turn on E&B receivers, medium
energy electron detector, Langmuir probe, neutral mass
spectrometer, ion mass and distribution analyzer, do elec-
tric field meter. Calibrate as necessary, check all moni-
tor functions for proper operation, extend antennas as
possible.
	
(7.2)	 Check microbalance. Turn on quartz crystal microbalance,
calibrate, check monitors for proper functioning.
	
(7.3)	 Position ESP. Put RMS into environmental scanning mode,
either preprogrammed or periodic movements from one posi-
tion to another manually.
(7.4) Take data. Whenever possible while other operations are
being performed, the ESP should be making survey measure-
ments of the Orbiter environment. Orbiter orientation
should vary during these measurements so that the environ-
ment of the Orbiter wake can be examined in all aspects.
The point of the experiment is to gather as much data as
possible for as many different operating modes of the
entire AMPS payload, SpaceIab, and Orbiter.
	
(7.5)	 Shut down. Turn instruments off, calibrate if possible.
Quartz crystal microbalance remains on for entire flight.
Release RMS and ESP package for other experiments.
	
2.1.8	 Solar radiation
	
(8.1)	 Check solar flux instrument. Turn instrument on, check
performance and housekeeping monitors. If there is a
calibration cycle, perform it.
	
(8.2)	 Orient Orbiter. Orient the Orbiter so that the SIPS will
be able to view the sun. The orientation is to be held
during the remainder of the experiment.
	
(8.3)	 Orient SIPS. Put the SIPS into a mode whereby it will
allow the solar flux instrument to center on the sun for
the remainder of the experiment.
(8.4) Take data. Turn solar flux instrument on for a period long
enough to collect 30 minutes worth of data when the sun is
within 45 degrees of the zenith. The data can either be
stored or tratismitted to the ground directly. There would
be little crew interaction with the experiment once it has
started.
(8.5) Shut down. Turn instrument off, release SIPS for other
experiments, release Orbiter orientation for other experi-
ments. Run some checks on the quality of data obtained
during the observation period.
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Step No. Instruments Used Orbit Inclination Altitude Attitude Time of Day Time into F1<ght Geographic Position
Vehicle neutralization
(1.1) Power processor energy N/A NIA N/A N/A NIA N/A
storage bank
(1.2) Accelerator N/A N/A N/A NIA about 12 hrs or N/A
more for outgassing
(1.3) Orbiter and magnetometer 573 ISO Fixed with regard N/A >12 hrs N/A
to magnetic field
(1.4) Level 2 diagnostics N/A 150 N/A night >12 hrs NIA
(1.5) Accelerator NIA 150 Fixed with regard night >12 hrs N/A
to magretic field
(1.6) Accelerator .570 150 FiAef with regard night >12 hrs N/A
to magnetic field
(1.7) Levels I and 2 570 150 Fixed with regard night >12 hrs N/A
to magnetic field
(1.8) Some as (1.7)
(1.9) Sarre as
	 (1.1)
Beam characteristics
(2.1) Same as (1.1)
(2.2) Same as (1.2)
(2.3) Same as (1.3)
(2.4) Levels I and 2 NIA 150 Fixed with regard N/A >12 hrs NIA
E and 8 receiver to magnetic field
e-analyzer
Langmuir probe
Ian analyzer
Magnetometer
RMS
(2.5) RMS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
(2.6) Same as (1.5)
(2.7) Same as (1.6)
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Step Na. Instruments Used Orbit Inclination Altitude Attitude Time of Day Time into Flight Geographic Position
(2.8) Levels 1 and 2 570 150 Fixed with regard Night >12 hrs N/A
E and 8 receiver to magnetic field
e-analyzer
Langmuir probe
Ion anaTyzer
Magnetometer
RMS
(2.9) Same as (2.7) and (2.8)
(2,10) Same as (2.7)
Beam plasma interactions and gas cloud dynamics
(3.1) through (3.10) are essentially the same as (2.1) through (2.10) in same order.
Acoustic gravity wave I
I -
(4.1) Chemical release N/A N/A I	 N/A N/A N/A N/A
(4.2) Orbiter 570 200 ---- As necessary for release over Arecibo ------------ ------------------
(4,3) OBIPS and IR N/A N/A N/A Night N/A N/A
interferometer
(4.4) Orbiter 570 200 Z-axis anti- Night N/A Before Arecibo overpass
parallel to
velocity
(4.5) SIPS Same as 2.1.4.4 - --------- ------------------ ------------ --------------------------------------
(4.6) Chemical release 570 200 N/A Night As necessary Over Arecibo 1 to 10
km from Orbiter
(4.7) OBIPS and IR 570 200 Looking backwards at gas cloud
interferometer Night As necessary Over Arecibo until
cloud over horizon
behind
(4,$) All abz.ve N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Minor constituents
(5.1) IR interferometer N/A, 150 NIA N/A 12 hrs N/A
N)
T
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Step No. Instruments Used Orbit Inclination Altitude Attitude Time of Day Time into Flight Geographic Position
(5.2) IR interferometer 570 150 Z-axis Night >12 hrs N/A
(5.3) Orbiter 570 150 away from earth Any ?12 hrs H/A
(5.4) SIPS ----	 Same as (5.3) ------ ------------------ ------------- ------------------- ---------------
(5.5) IR interferometer SIPS 670 150 So that SIPS can Any >12 hrs Any
do limb scans
(5.6) Same as (5,5)
(5.7) Orbiter, SIPS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
IR interferometer
Ozone density
(6.1) Lidar N/A N/A N/A H/A N/A N/A
(6.2) Orbiter 570 250 Z nadir N/A N/A N/A
(6.3) Lidar 570 250 Z nadir Night N/A NIA
(6.4) Lidar 570 250 Z nadir Any N/A Any
(6.5) Same as (6.4)
(6.6) Lidar, Orbiter N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Environment measurements
(i.l) All ESP instruments N/A 150 H/A Hight >12 hrs N/A
(7.2) Microbalance NIA NIA H/A N/A As soon as possible N/A
(7.3) RMS N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A
(7.4) All ESP instruments Any Any Any Any Any Any
Microbalance
(7.5) All ESP instruments NIA NIA NIA N/A N/A N/A
Microbalance
Solar radiation
(8.1) Solar flux monitor NIA N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A
(8.2) Orbiter 570 150 So SIPS can point N/A N/A N/A
at sun
(8.3) SIPS 570 ISO At sun Near local NIA N/A
noon
(8.4) SIPS, solar flux 570 150 SIPS pointed at With 15 min N/A N/A
monitor sun of local
noon
(8.5) SIPS, solar flux N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
monitor
Step No. instruments Used Magnetic Position Pointing Direction Crew and Skills Ground Operations Data. (bps)
Vehicle neutralization
t
(1.1) Power processor N/A N/A 1 accelerator Monitor charging 120
energy storage specialist
bank
(1.2) Accelerator N/A N/A 1 accelerometer Monitor checkout 47,440
specialist
(1.3) Orbiter, Z-axis along B To fire beam up mag- Orbiter crew Monitor maneuver TBD
Magnetometer upwards netic field line
(1.4) Level 2.diagnostics N/A Diagnostics out of wake i scientist Monitor checkout 351,280
up B field line
(1.5) Accelerator Z on B up Up B field line 2 scientists Verify setup 47,440
0.6) Accelerator Z on B up Up B field line i scientist Possible coordination 47,440
with ground
operations
(1.7) level 1 and 2 Z on B up Up B field line 1 scientist Monitor data 398,720
(1.8) Same as (1.1) through (1.7)
(1.9) Accelerator, N/A to/A i scientist N/A NIA
Level 1, 2, Orbiter crew
energy storage,
processor,
Orbiter
Beam characteristics
Sane as (1.1)(2.1)
(2.2) Same as (1.2)
(2.3) Same as (1.3)
(2.4) Level 1 and 2 Z on B up Up B field 2 scientists Monitor checkout 351,383
diagnostics
E and B Three axis 51900
receivers
e-analyzer At various, angles 5,290
Lang,nuir probe Perpendicular to B and V 2,720
Ion analyzer Along V 5,664
Magnetameter Three axis 728
RMS Various TBD
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Step No. Instruments Used Magnetic Position Pointing Direction Crew and Skills Ground Operations Data (bps)
(2.5) RMS Z on B up Various 1 mission specialist Some decisions TBD
(2.6) Same as (1.5)
(2.7) Same as (1.6)
(2.8) as per (2.4) Z on B up Various for diagnostics 2 scientists Monitor data 419,125
Up B field for
accelerator
(2.4) Same as (2.1) through (2.8)
(2.10) All instruments N/A N/A 2 scientists, N/A N/A
mission specialist
Beam plasma interactions
(3.1) through (3.10) are essentially the same as (2.1) through (2.10), in same order
Acoustic gravity wave and gas cloud expansion dynamics
(4.1) Chemical release NIA N/A 1 technician N/A 204
module
(4.2) Orbiter NIA As necessary for Orbiter crew Close coordination TOD
proper ejection with ground station
(4.3) OBIPS and IR N/A N/A 1 scientist Monitor checkout 2,521,942
interferometer 4.2 MHz
(4.4) Orbiter N/A As necessary.for Orbiter crew Coordination backup TBD
canister ejection calculations
(4.5) SIPS NIA In the anti-velocity 1 technician N/A TBD
direction
(4.6) Chemical release N/A NIA 1 mission specialist Must coordinate with 204
canister ground station
(4.7) SIPS, OBIPS, N/A Anti-velocity and then 2 scientists Monitor data 2,521,942
IR Int. track cloud over 4.2 MHz
horizon
(4.8) as above N/A N/A 2 scientists, N/A N/A
technician
Orbiter crew
r..a
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Step No. Instruments Used Magnetic Position Pointing Direction Crew and Skills Ground Operations Data (bps)
Minor constituents
(5.1) IR interferometer N/A NIA 1 technician Monitor checkout 224
(5.2) IR interferometer N/A N/A 2 scientists, Monitor checkout 2,511,942
technician
(5.3) Orbiter N/A So that SIPS can do Orbiter crew Monitor and backup TBD
limb scans calculations
(5.4) SIPS N/A At the limb doing 1 technician Monitor and backup TBD
scans 20 to 100 km i calculations
altitude
(5.5) IR interferometer N/A At the limb doing 2 scientists, Full time monitor 2,511,942 plus
SIPS scans 20 to 100 km technician Full tire SIPS TBD
altitude periodic calculations
(5.6) Same as (5.5)
(5.7) IR interferometer N/A N/A 1 technician N/A N/A
SIPS, Orbiter
Ozone density
(6.1) Lidar N/A N/A 2 scientists, Monitor checkout 872
technician
(6.2) Orbiter N/A Within 40 of nadir Orbiter crew N/A TBD
with Z-axis
(6.3) Lidar N/A Laser beam fired 2 scientists, Monitor setup 4,072
toward nadir technician
(6.4) Lidar N/A Within 40 of nadir 2 scientists, Full time monitor 4,072
technician of data perhaps
periodic reaitime map
(6.5) Same as (6.4)
(6.6) Lidar, Orbiter N/A N/A 1 technician N/A N/A
^4p J+ . +a
N
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Step No. Instruments Used Magnetic Position Pointing Direction Crew and Skills
Ground Operations Data (bps)
Environment measurements
(7.1) E and B receivers	 N/A Antennas must be clear 1 technician Monitor checkout 51400
e-analyzer
	
Various away from Orbiter 1 technician Monitor checkout 51290
Langmuir probe	 N/A Perpindicular to B and V 1 technician Monitor checkout 2,720
Ion analyzer	 NIA Parallel to V l technician Monitor checkout 5,664
Magnetometer	 N/A l technician Monitor checkout 728
Neutral Mass	 N/A Into velocity 1 technician Monitor checkout 51680
Spectrometer vectrometer
DC E-field	 NIA N/A l technician Monitor checkout 1,032
(7.2) Microbalance	 NIA N/A 1 technician Monitor checkout 640
(7.3) RMS	 Various Various l mission specialist Keep track of TED
positions
(7.4) all instruments	 Various Various 2 scientists, Monitor data full time 27,654 plus
technician and perhaps do map RMS TED
periodic plots
^I	 (7.5) all instruments	 N/A N/A l technician N/A N/A
Sol ar radiation
(8..7)— Solar flux monitor NIA NIA 1 technician Monitor checkout 3,200
'	 (8.2) Orbiter NIA So that SIPS can see Orbiter crew Monitor TED
sun
(8.3) SIPS N/A At sun 1 technician Monitor pointing TED
(8.4) Solar flux, SIPS N/A At sun 1 technician Monitor data 3,200 plus .
SIPS TED
(8.5) Solar flux, SIPS N/A N/A 1 technician N/A NIA
Orbiter
aTemperature Pressure
Safety, Mechanical and Electrical Range Range Coordination with Other
Step No. Instruments Used Limitations (oC) (torr) Operational Steps
Vehicle neutralization
(1.1) .Power processor I Not to exceed max charging rates or max .energy
-30 to 50 N/A Unit should be charged only
Energy storage bank 5 to 70 Sealed before use
(1.2) Accelerator No cathode overheat, voltage limits, current -30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 None
limits
(1.3) Orbiter, Magnetometer Z-axis never perpendicular to magnetic field N/A N/A N/A
(1.4) Level 2 No over voltages on grids
-30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 None
(1.5) Accelerator No fire beam 70 o to magnetic field
-30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 Charging complete
(1.6) Accelerator Same as (-.5)
-30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 Automatic firing sequence
(7.7) Level 1 and 2 Avoid beam on sensitive elements -30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 during 2.1.1.6
(1.8) Same as (1.1) through (1.7)
(1.9) Same as (1.1) through (1 -7)
Beam neutralization
(2.1) Same as	 (1.1)
(2.2) Same as (1.2)
(2.3) Same as (1.3)
(2.4) Level I and 2 No over vol tages on grids -30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 Hone
E and 8 receiver Careful extension of antennas
-30 to 50 Any 5e-analyzer High voltage arcing passible
No
-30 to 50 <5 x 10 -5
Langmuir probe
Ion
over voltages -30 to 50 <5 x 10-5
analyzer No over voltages
-30 to 50 <5 x 10
Magnetometer
----
-30 to 50 Any
RMS No interference with Orbiter or payload TB0 Any
(2.5) RMS No interference with Orbiter or payload Teo Any May move during firing
Diagnostics not in main beam
(2.6) Same as	 (1.5)
(2.7) Same as (1.6)
(2.8) Same as (2.4) Avoid high beam currents on.sensitive elements -30 to 50 <5 x 10-5 1 min before and i min after
2.1.2.7
(2.9) Same as (2.1) through (2.8)
(2,10) Same as (2.1) through (2.8)
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Temperature Pressure
Safety, Mechanical and Electrical Range Range Coordination with tither
Step No. Instruments Used Limitations (oC) (torr-) Operational Steps
Beam plasma
interactions
(3.1) through (3.10) are essentially the same as (2.1) through (2.10), taken in the same order
Acoustic gravity wave and gas cloud expansion dynamics
(4.1) Chemical release module 'there will be a safing mechanism to prevent -30 to 50 Any tdone
release while on-board
(4.2 ) Orbiter Ejection must no hit shuttle N/A N/A This step may occur hours
before remainder of experiment
(4.3) 03IPS Night operation 5 to 35 Any -5 None
IR interferometer Must be cooled, open only at night cryo cooled <5 x 10
(4,4) Orbiter N/A N/A N/A None
(4.5) SIPS No point sun, no hit payload TBD Any 2.1.4.3 instruments an
(4,6) Chemical release At least 1 km from Orbiter in dark -30 to 50 law
canister
(4.7) OBIPS No light overload 5 to 35
-5
IR interferometer No light overload cryo cooled 45 x 10 Done simultaneously with 2.1.4.6
(4.8) Same as (4.1) through (4.7)
Minor constituents
(5.1) IR interferometer	 Slow cooling no pressure buildup, down to -263 <5 x 10
never open if pointed at sun
(5.2) Same as (5.1)
(5.3) Orbiter	 Never look at sun N/A Any Must hold for long time
(5.4) SIPS	 Never look at sun, no hit payload T8D Any
(5.5) SIPS	 Same as 2.1.6.4 TBD Any _5 Lang period may do
IR interferometer	 Same as 2.1.6.1 cryo cooled <5 x 10 2.1.7 steps at same time
(5.6) Same as (5.5)
(5.7) Same as (5.1) through (5.6)
Ozone density _- _.-.-- ---- 	 I
(6.1) Lidar	 No overcharge capacitors, watch heat 5 to 50 Any
dissipation closely, laser beam not hit
anything
^R
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Temperature Pressure
Safety, Mechanical and Electrical Range Range Coordination with Other
Step No. Instruments Used Limitations (oC) (torr) Operational Steps
(6,2) Orbiter Altitude not too low, laser eye danger N/A N/A Should be consistent with
(1.6) steps
(6.3) Same as	 (6.1)
(6.4) Same as (6.1)
(6.5) Same as	 (6.1)
(6,6) Same as (6.1)
Environment
measurements
(7.1) ESP Limited power available, no hit payload All All -5
E and B receivers Care with antennas -30 to 50 <5 x 10
e-analyzer High voltage arcing possible
Langmuir probe Contamination possible
Neutral mass Contamination possible
Ion analyzer Contamination possible
Magnetometer Overload field possible
QC electric field Same as E and B receivers
(7.2) Microbalance Heat limit Any Any Operates at all times during
entire flight
(7.3) PUMS No payload interference TOD Any
(7.4) Same as (7.1) through (7.3)
(7.5) Same as (7.1) through (7.3)
Solar radiation
(8.1) Solar flux monitor Care not to overload detector -30 to 50 <5 x 10- None
(8.2) Orbiter No other optical instrument on N/A Any No other steps
(8.,3) SIPS Other instruments in SIPS open to sun TOD Any
(8.4) Same as (8.1)
(8,5) Same as (B.1 through. (8.4)
3.	 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION
The Flight i Payload shall be configured in accordance with the
following sections.
3.1 PAYLOAD MANIFEST AND PHYSICAL. PROPERTIES. See Table III.I-1 for
the Flight 1 manifest and physical properties. On Table I1I.I-2, the
mass properties are summarized. The center of gravity estimates are
covered on Figure 3.1--1.
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Table 111.1-1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest =t	 Q^^`'
;8z	 A.
Czr
o = a
a0^^ Qc'^O^ ^dJ
^4'	 Q	 ^	 QQ	 <tr	 <tr
ti O^ ^a	 5J	
" JRa
EQUIPMENT LO CAT] ON	 Orbiter Aft Flight Deck rye 	 -^'	 ^Q1	 CENTER OF
GRAVITYQ%
-f'
	
v=
APPLICABLE	 QUAN-	 ^J U 	 ^^	
Cam., ^^ ^^
	 ^A 	 ^'v
SERIAL X 	 Y	 Z
NUMBER
	
TITY	 DESCRIPTION
  
	 =^ v ^,^^ 5
	
^Jv 
k^ k^	 MASS KG
(To be 1 Keyboard assembly x 5 (To be
supplied) 1 Data display unit X 30 su p lied)
1 High rate digital recorder X 47
1 C&W and safing panel X
1 Documentation camera X
Safing crud J--Box x
1 C&W J--box x
1 C&W signal cable x
1 Safing signal cable x
l C&W signal cable x
1 Safing signal cable x
1 C&W and safing power cable x
Subtotals
w
w
Table II I.I-i. AMPS Flight i Payload Manifest (Continued)
= J
	
Otcr
	 O^
p	 R¢R	 O 
^	 k 	^
J^
EQUIPMENT LOCATION
	
Spacel ab Module
	
^	 ^,a`	 CENTER OF^ moo'`
^4^,_	 ^'	 QR^	 ^	 ^< OT	 ^=	 GRAVITY
APPLICABLE_ 
SERIAL	 x	 Y	 Z
NUMBER
	
TY	 DESCRIPTION
	 .^^	 C,°^ ^^ 	 ^° ^°	 MASS KG
(To be 2 Single rack X 78 (To be
supplied) 2 Double rack X 124 sup )li )
4 Experiment switch panel X 16
1 Experiment computer X 33
1 Experiment I/O unit X 33
5 Experiment RAU X 49
2 Keyboard assembly X 10
2 Data display unit X 60
1 High rate multiplexer X 25
4 Stowage container ceiling X 29
4 Rails console vertical X 5
3 Rack foot restraint X 3
1 Intercom remote station X 1
1 Voice digitizer X 1
1 SIPS control panel X
M
wTable I 11.1-1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
^^^ . J4'
	
JQ
^^ Jam¢ O^ oQ-
EQUIPMENTLOCATION Spacelab Module (Continued)	 t wotr	 moo`'	 V 	
^oJ	
CENTER OF
J-V	 GRAVITY
APPLICABLE;	 QUAN-	 NAMEOR
X	 Y	 Z
NUMBER
	
TITY	 DESCRIPTION  	 ._^ "^ God ^;
Jv 
cLO
 ^^	 MASS KG
(To be I OBIPS control panel x (To je
supplied
I Lidar control panel, Type 1 x upp ie )
I Lidar control panel, Type 2 X
1 Accelerator control panel X
1 Magnetometer mast control panel X
I Accelerator digital interface X
unit
I video and display recorder x
I Payload C&W panel x
I C&W J-bor x
' I Safi ng command J--box x
I Quartz crystal microbalance x
controler
1 Lidar control cable x
1 OBIPS control cable X
I SIPS control cable X
w^zTable 111.1 .1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
	
_.^	 Q^r
^^ J7a =^
,.^ J^^ p?^4 J^^kr
Qz
zi
Co
^^ O O= J	 ^ v
EQUIPMENT LOCATIQN Spacel ab Module (Continued) 	 _^	 ^a^ o`ffer ^a	 J^ 	 CENT ER OF
^^ 
	 GRAVITY
APPLICABLE
^^'	 c,^'SERIAL-
	
RUAN-	 NAME OR
	 ^^	 m	 ,^	 ^	 x	 Y	 Z ^^
NUMBER
	
TIN	 DESCRIPTION
	 ^=	 v	 v°	 ^'	 "	 `v^	 MASS KG
(To be 3 KRM coax cable X (To be 3upplied
supplied} 4 QCM cable X
1 Accelerator cable X
3 Caution and warning cable X
3 Safing command cable X
2 FPDB/ESP power cable X
6 ESP/control panel cable X
4 Safing panel/control cable X
3 Certified flight tape X
1 Flight data file, see Table X
III.IX-1
Subtotals    
ca
Table I II.I-1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
0 N
<c, 5	 ^,	 QQ
EQUIPMENTLOCATION Inter--Pallet/Module	 ^,^	 -^'	 `Q^	 ,`^'	 d^	 CENTER OF
<c.=
 '^^	 c^	 m	 ^'	 o`` 	 qQ'	 ^?	 GRAVITY
APPLICABLE	 QUAN-	 NAMEORSERIAL TITY	 DESCRIPTIO N 
	
^^	 o^	 a^ Jv	 v .`'y	 X	 Y	 ZNUMBERv	 c,	 k	 `^	 MASS KG
(To be 3 Safi ng command signal cable X (To be Upp I i d)
supplied) 3 C&W signal cable X
I Accelerator signal cable X
4 QCM signal cable X
I Lidar control cable X
I OBIPS control cable X
I SIPS control cable X
3 Standard coax cable X
Subtotal
L_
ri-
Table 111.1-1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
04^ sv2^ ^dJ
_^ J2¢ D^ 04
J¢ Q^- ^ _
	 ^. , ^^ oJGs
EQUIPMENT LOCATION
	
Pallet .No. 1 	 CENTER OF
GRAVITY
o^^ Q^= c`^'v	 ^ APPLICABLE' 	
Y	 ZSERIAL	 QUAN-	 NAME OR	 4;	 c,	 v	 ^^	 .V 	c,^' NUMBER	 TITY
	 DESCRIPTION
	 =	 v	 G°	 ^^	 ^^	 tc"	 `"	 4 MASS KG
(To be 1 Experiment inverter 900 Hz X (To besupplied]
supplied) l ESP functional assembly (ESP X
Type 1)
1 Electron accelerator X
i Common energy storage device X
1 EPDB - experiment X
1 RAU -- experiment X
1 C&W J-box X
1 Labcraft emergency sai=ing unit X
I SIPS control cable X
1 OSIPS control cable X
1 Lidar control cable X
1 Accelerator control cable X
1 HRM coax cable X
1 C&W cable X
w
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Table I 11.1-1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
	 Qom``'^^^
^tr ^_` J2
4C	 Jam'J^^ o^ ^ •^o	 a^^
EQUIPMENT LOCATION	 Pallet No, I	 (Continu ed) 	 Al	 cc,J 	-^'	 ^	 ^°	 'C	 ^^	 ^°	 CENTER OF
.^	 GRAVITYg<v`^ ¢^ _^ qm ^^`' mo` ` o^' 
v^
APPLICABLE	 QUAN	 NAIUiE OR ^!>^^	 C6SERIAL	 x	 Y	 Z
NUMBER	 TITY	 DESCRIPTION	 ^^ v^	 °°	 ^^	 J^	 ^c"	 ^"	 ^ MASS KG
(To be I W4 cable, transit X (To be upplie )
supplied) 2 Safing command cable X
1 Safing command cable X
1 HRM Coax cable, transit X
3 Standard power cable X
3 Standard C&W cable X
4 Type 1 standard RAU cable X
2 Type 2 standard RAU cable X
200 Standard cable clamp, pallet X
1 Thermal blanket set, electron X
accelerator
I Thermal blai-ket set, ESP func- X
tional assembly
1 Thermal blanket set:, common X
energy storage
1 Thermal blanket set, EPDB X n^^
w
Ja
Table I 11.1-1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued) =rte ate``'
4^
a	 apk.^^^ J^a	 4pC
^EE1UIPMENT LOCATION .	 Pallet No. 1	 (Continued)
a^J 
.^'	 .°`	 ^^ ^,°J 	CENTER OF .
GRAVITYJ^cc,	
p= 
v	 v 
APPLICABLE	 alw-HAMi= OR	 ^^ pv^ ^^	 v `per ^ 	 ^v^ X	 Y	 Z
`^"NUMB E.	 TITY	 DESCRIPTION	 =	 v	 pp	 ^J	 ^c"	 MASS KGH ER
(To be 1 Thermal blanket set, RAU x (To be upp ie )
supplied) 1 Thermal blanket set, M4 3-box X
1 Thermal blanket set, L/C x
emergency safing unit
1 Thermal blanket set, pallet x
cable tray
7 Thermal blanket set, pallet x
surface No. 1
1 Thermal blanket set, pallet x
surface No. 2
1 Thermal blanket set, pallet x
surface No. 3
1 Thermal blanket set, pallet X
surface No. 4
1 Thermal blanket set, pallet X
surface No. 5
1 Thermal blanket set, pallet X
surface No. 6
a-
`^
wCD
Table I I [.I-1. AMPS f= light 1 Payload Manifest (Continued) ^^^ Qom```
^tr Off= J^
4Q	 w
J Q^ cO^ .^
EQUIPMENT LOCATION
	
Pal l et No. l (Continued)	 ^	 ^,Q 	^"	 ^	 ^Q	 ^ ^^	 cc,Q 	CENTER OF
COQ^ o	
v	
GRAVITY
APP LI CABLE 	 GUAN-	 NAME OR
	
^^J m
	
^^o ^
V v	 ^^^ .^'^ ^^; 	 X	 Y	 ZSEIA
NUMBER	 TITY	 DESCRIPTION=	 v	 vQ	 ^	 ^,	 c"	 <c"	 ^	 MASS KG
(To be Thermal blanket clamps X (To be supplieo )
supplied) 2 Cold plate X
16 Cold plate, standoff X
1 Freon line system X
Pallet hardpoints X
1 Accelerator adapter X
1 Accelerator adapter mounting X
hardware set
1 Accelerator mounting hardware set X
1 Functional assembly mounting X
hardware set
I Common energy storage mounting X
hardware set
I EPDB (experiment) mounting hard- X
ware set
1 RAU (experiment) mounting hard-- X
ware set
A.
Table It 1.I-3. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
4J^^ ^^` Q^4'^f
ttr^ 	 J^d^	 Qo^ ^ Q^=O Q
of
EQUIPMENT LOCATION
	
Pallet No. Z	 (Continued) 	 "T	 cc,	 CENTER OF
GRAVITY
APPLICABLE
SERIAL	
QUAN	 NAME OR	 c;	 m	 QQ- Jv	 v ^^,^'	 X	 Y	 Z
NUMBER	 TITY	 DESCRIPTION	 =	 .^	 v4	 `^	 ^c	 MASS KG
(To be 1 W-1 J-box mounting hardware set x (To be sup lie }
supplied) l Labcraft emergency safing unit X f
mounting hardware set i
Subtotal
rr^
w
i
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Table lIl.I-?. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued)
2	 Q	 f.
EQUIPMENT L0 CAT] 0N
	
Pal let Ho. 2	 ^o	 ^o	 ,^^	 cG°	 CE=NTER OF
tc.= ^^	 ^^'	 m	 o`` . J^ 	 ^=	 GRAVITY
APPLICABLE 	 OUAN-
	 NAME OR
	 ^QJ ^^
Q moo= 
^^^ v^ c^^y
y^v`^ t^
SERIAL
NUMBERTITY	 DESCRIPTION	 =	 v	 ^,°^ C^ ^J	 ci"	 ^c"	 MASS KG	
X	 Y	 Z
(To be Supplied)
Subtotal
... S-
r
°J^'EQUIPMENT LOCATION	 Pall e] No.. 3	 c^a	 `offer ,^^"	 w
-	 -	 ^•	 cotc,^'	 Q^	 `^^	 o^ p^'
CENTER OF
GRAVITY
X Y Z
APPLICABLE	
QJ^ 
	
Opp O^v
.
SERIAL	 7 TY	 DESCRIPTION	 =^ v p^
 c,°^	 ^Jv ^c^ `;v	 MASS KGNUMBER
(To be supplied)
Subtotal
Table 111.1 1. AMPS Flight 1 Payload Manifest (Continued) 	 p=^ Q^^`'
°^
J'
30
25
20
MASS
KG 15
X1000
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5
0
X0
LOCATION-X AXIS
MAX.
LANDING
MASS
Zo	 A.
JG
3 MASS
30
20
MASS
KG
X1000 10
0
0	 10	 20	 30
MASS KG X1000
LOCATION - Z AXIS
l
Table 111.1-2. Mass Properties Summary
Launch Mass	 I(kg) Landing Mass(kg)
Pallet segment No. 1 783 729
Pallet segment No. 2 1,446 1,357
Pallet segment No. 3 1,477 937
Module 290 290
Aft flight deck 80 80
Total payload mass 4,076 3,443
Mission-dependent equipment 736 736
Baseline Spacelab equipment 7,562 7,162
Payload specialist 210 210
Total payload mass I2,583 11,550
I-	 y
Yn
LOCATION-Y AXIS
Figure 3.1-1. Flight 1 Center of Gravity Estimates
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3.2 PAYLOAD LAYOUTS. The AMPS Flight 1 Payload layouts are given on the
following figures:
Figure 3.2-1. OAFD Payload Layout (TDS)
Figure 3.2-2. Spacelab Module Controls and Displays Layout
Figure 3.2-3. Pallet Layout
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Figure 3.2-2. Spacelab Module Controls and Displays Layout
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3.3	 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIONS. This section contains a description of the
Flight 1 instruments and other experiment apparatus. It includes
pallet--mounted equipment, boom-mounted equipment, and equipment con-
tained within the Environmental Sensing Package (ESP).
3.3.1
	
Electron accelerator. Design to produce a uniform beam of
electrons with energies from a few hundred electron volts
up to 40 kilo-electron volts at currents from zero to 2
amperes. A magnetic deflection system is provided in
order to control the injection pitch angle. The maximum
beam power will be 40 kilowatts.
c
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = 328	 KG
LANDING WT. = 328 .— KG
Ix =	 TBD KG-M2
ly =	 TBD KG-M2
ly a	 TB D KG.M2
ELECTRICAL. POWER
TYPE ._ 28 VDc
b T AN DBY	 200 _ _	 WATTS
OPERATING 2378	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP. °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED WATTS
RADIATED WATTS
TOTAL WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 49.4	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME. 	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW, 70° Half Cone..
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
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INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
3,3.2	 Lidar. The system consists of two lasers operating at near
ultraviolet wavelengths, each emitting one pulse per
second at one joule per pulse, and a collecting optics
telescope of l square meter area. The lasers will be flash
pumped, dye lasers. The lidar will have a special purpose
processor to give altitude resolved reflection coefficients.
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE - - 28 VDC	 ^
STANDBY	 49	 WATTS
OPERATING	 2054	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY
	
KWH
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. - 979	 KG
LANDING WT. ^ 779	 KG
I x =	 TBD KG-M2
ly =	 TSD _ KGM2
]z =
	 TSD KG-M2
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP. °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED .__ WATTS
RADIATED WATTS
TOTAL WATTS
b".	 i
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC;
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC}
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE
	
4.1	 K B PS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW	
^Ta
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
. PRE--LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST—FLIGHT
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ELECTRIC
ANTENNA
I	 THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS	 I
	
MAX. EXT. TEMP.	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED _  WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
	
TOTAL	 WATTS
ozz_z^
3.3.3	 ESP electric and magnetic receivers. These receivers are
designe to measure the intensity and frequency of electro-
static, electromagnetic, and magnetic waves propogating in
the ionospheric plasma. They will cover the frequency
range from 30 Hz to 20 MHz, and consist of a three-axis
dipole antenna and a three axis search coil. These antennas
are mounted on the ESP in order to remove them from the
high background radiation produced by the Shuttle.
I	 INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
a5
0.25
o.z5^
1M
I	 MASS PROPERTIES 	 I
LAUNCH WT. 21	 KG
LANDING WT. KG
I X =	 TBD KG-M2
Iy =	 TBD KG.M2
IZ =	 TBD KG-M2
ELECTRICAL POWER	 I
TYPE 2,Q vn
STAN DBY	 WATTS
OPERATING. 20 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
RECEIVERS
MAGNETIC
ANTENNA
I	 EQUIPMENT HAZARDS	 I
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
CONTROL _(MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE _	 5.9	 _ KBPS
OPERATING TIME -TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW 4Tr Steradians
MODES _ _ _
COMMANDS
. '".'?. SITING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
. SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
+ CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
.. PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
s POST-FLIGHT
f,
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MASS PROPE RTIES
LAUNCH WT. = 5	 LG
LANDING WT. = _ 5 _ KG
I x =	 TBD _ _ KG442
ly :	 TBO KG-M2
I z =	 TSD KG .IM2
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
w..
3.3.4	 ESP DC electric field meter. The DC electric field meter
will be used to measure the presence of steady state
electric fields in the ionosphere. This instrument uses
the electric field antennas of the electric field receiver
as its sensor unit and consists only of an electronics box.
0.15
o.t5
0.15
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE	 ?8 VDC
STANDBY _ 	WATTS
OPERATING	 5	 WATTS
TOTAL, ENERGY _ 	KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP.	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
	
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
	
TOTAL 	 WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE KBPS
OPERATING TIME - TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
. PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
. POST-FLIGHT
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3.3.5
	
	 ESP medium energy electron detector. The medium energy
detector is an electrostatic energy analyzer for electrons
in the energy range from 100 to 40,000 electron volts. It
has an energy resolution of about 15 percent and a dynamic
range of 108.
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = 5	 KG
LANDING WT. = 5	 KG
1 x	 TBD KG-M2
I Y =	 TBD KG-M2
17 =	 TBD KG-TA2
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY	 -WATTS
OPERATING	 B WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY- KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP.
	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL	 WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATICS
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE ___ 5 - 3    KBP5
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
	 T
FIELD OF VIEW 5" H alf_Co ne
MODES	 -T
COMMANDS
r OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTiUi',i
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENT'S:
a PRE-LAUNCH
. FLIGHT
: POST-FLIGHT
:,-2
^	 ^	 d
I	 7	 ^s
3.3.5	 ESP ion mass and distribution analyzer. The ion mass and
distribution analyzer measures the mass and energy distri-
bution of thermal ionospheric ions. It uses electrostatic
and magnetic deflections and wil l cover the range from 1
to 40 AMU. It uses the vehicle ram velocity to give the
ions an equal velocity. It is placed on the ESP in order
to avoid contamination near the Shuttle.
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
>T
0,20
0.13\
y	 0.13
!~OUIPMENT HAZARDS
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. =-- a	
-	
KG
LANDING WT. = r _ 4	 _	 KG
I
x =
	 TBD KG-M2
ly =	 TSD KG-M2
IZ =	 TSD KG-M2
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE _.
STANDBY _	 _ _ WATTS
OPERATING -_ — 10 _ WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP.	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL	 WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC}
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 S• 7	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELDOF VIEW 45 0 Half Cane
MODES
COMMANDS _
.OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
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3.3.7
	 Level l diagnostics. The Level 1 diagnostics consist of a
set of gas jets arranged around the exit aperture of the
electron accelerator, a set of valves, a gas storage
chamber. For proper use of this diagnostic and the OBIPS
is also required.
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
1AOVAILE
GAS JETS
ELECTRON
ACCELERATOR
STRUCTURE \
co
GAS
CONTROL
YALYPS	 GAS
SUPPLY
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = TBD	 KG
LANDING WT. = TBD	 KG
I x =	 TBD KG—M2
iy =	 TBD KG—M2
Iz =	 TBD KG—M2
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY	 WATTS
OPERATI NG	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP.	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL	 WATTS
F".
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS;
•: PRE—LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST--FLIGHT
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = TB D — KG
LANDING WT. = TBD_ K6
Ix = - - TBD KG-M2
ly =	 _TBD KG-M2
I Z =	 TBD KG-M2
i.N.
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3.3.8	 Level 2 diagnostics. The Level 2 diagnostics consist of d
Langmuir probe, a set of Faraday cups and retarding poten-
tial analyzers and an electrostatic analyzer all mounted so
that they can monitor the performance of the electron
accelerator. The design details are TBD.
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
FAST (SUPRATHERMAL) ELECTRONS
RETARDING
POTENTIAL
ANALYZERS(RPA)
BE
1111t
 ECTN
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY _
	
_ _ WATTS
OPERATING	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY_	 KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP.	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL -__ -_-_ WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL {MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE
	
KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW
MODES
COMMANDS
e OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
e SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
e PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
a POST-FLIGHT
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L	 MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. M 93	 KG
LANDING WT. = 93	 KG
Ix =	 TBD KG-M2
ly =	 TBD KC1M2
I x TB D j %M2
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP. GK
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED WATTS
RADIATED WATTS
TOTAL WATTS
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
Q.8
/4-0.3
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY - , _	 Wr,TTS
OPERATING _ _ 27	 WA TS
TOTAL ENERGY
	
i.'-NH
Y
3.3.9	 02tical band imaging system (OBIPS). The optical hand imager
consists of an image intensified vidicon tube which will be
able to give a full video picture every 1/60th second.
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 10	 KDPS
OPERATING T[ME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW 16° Half Cone_
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
* PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
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3.3.10 Infrared interferometer cryogenic limb scanner. This
instrument consists of a collecting optics telescope coaled
to liquid nitrogen temperatures and a set of detectors cooled
as low as 100K which are intended to cover the range from
I to 40 microns of atmospheric emissions. The whole assembly
will be scanned across the earth's limb and will have a
height resolution of i kilometer. Spectral resolution will
be determined by the interferometer mirror speed, data
reduction rates and the length of the mirrow throw.
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. M _ 20	 KG
LANDING WT. = 24 KG
Ix =	 TBD KG-M2
Iy	 TSD KG-M2
Iz =	 TBO KG-M2
I	 ELECTRICAL POWER	 I
TYPE
STAN DBY	 WATTS
OPERATING	 156 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
	
MAX. EXT. TEMP. 	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
	
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 _	 WATTS
	
TOTAL	 WATTS
I	 EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS	 I
CONTROL .'4'NNUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 2500	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW	 <1°
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
I	 WIRING SCHEMATIC	 I
• POST-FLIGHT
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• FLIGHT
3.3.11	 Quartz crystal microbalance. This microbalance measures
the weight of material that is deposited on it during the
flight of the Shuttle by measuring the change in oscilati,on
frequency of a quartz crystal. Sensing units will be placed
at various points on the payload in order to map out the
surface contamination loads during the flight. The unit
consists of a sensor on the payload and a monitor in the
module.
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
MONITOR
0.15
0.42
0.37
0.04 Fj
SENSOR
I	 MASS PROPERTIES	 I
LAUNCH WT. =----L— KG
LANDING WT. = 7	 KG
I X =	 TBD KG-M2
ly	 TBD KG-M2
1 7 =	 TB KG-M2
ELECTRICAL POWER	 I
TYPE
STAN DBY	 WATTS
OPERATING	 20	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP. — °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL	 WATTS
0-
EOUIPMENT HAZARDS	 I
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
1	 WIRING SCHEMATIC
CONTROL (MANUAL. OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 0.64	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW 70 0 Half Cone
MODES
COMMANDS_
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE—LAUNCH
• POST—FLIGHT
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• FLIGHT
3.3.12	 Vector magnetometer.
	 This magnetometer is to be used to
determine the magnetic orientation of the Orbiter. It will
be a simple three-axis i:luxgate magnetometer with a 5 Hz
bandwidth from DC. It will be necessary to mount the
magnetometer on a short mast to reduce the Shuttle back-
ground magnetic fields.
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
0.05
0.13
0.16
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
	
j
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT.
	 _ ,_._
2	
_. KG
LANDING WT. = 2	 KG
I x = ^TBD KG-M2
Iy =	 TBA KG-M2
IZ =BD_ _I KG-M2
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY
	
WATTS
OPERATING	 2	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY
	
KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP,	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL	 WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTE RISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 0.005	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW N/A
MODES
COMMANDS
*OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
. FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
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3.3.13 ESP magnetometer. Will be used to determine the magnetic
i	 orientation of the ESP packages. It will be identical to
the vector magnetometer described in 3.3.13.
rd
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
0.05
0.19
0.96
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. 2	 KG
LANDING WT. 2	 KG
I x =	 TBD KG-M2
ly	 TBD KG-M2
I Z c	 Z'B D KG.M2
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY	 WATTS
OPERATING	 2	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 KWH
w
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
	
MAX. EXT. TEMP.
	
°K
POWER DISSIPATION
	
CONDUCTED
	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
	TOTAL	 WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL . (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 01005	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW N/A
MODES_
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
WIRING SCHEMATIC
• POST-FLIGHT
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• FLIGHT
3.3.14 Solar flux monitor. The solar flux monitor is used to
determine the absolute emission intensity of the sun as a
function of wavelength in the range from 30 to 350 nono-
meters. It is a scanning spectrometer with a calibrated
detector.
I	 INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
0.3
0.
^ 0.1
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
I	 WIRING SCHEMATIC
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = 50 	 KG
LANDING WT. = 50 — KG
I X
 =	 TBD KG-M2
Iy ;	 TBD KG-M2
IZ =	 TBD KG-M2
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STAN DBY	 WATTS
OPERATING	 b	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY,,. KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP.	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED	 WATTS
TOTAL	 WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 3.2	 KBPS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE--LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
I
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r MA,$S PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = 3.2	 KG
LANDING WT. =3•z KG
Ix =	 TBD KG-M2
l y =.	 TBD KG-M2
I z	 TBD KG-M2
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP. °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED WATTS
RADIATED WATTS
TOTAL WATTS
INSTRUMENT PERSPECTIVE
0,48
0.13
0,13
ELECTRICAL. POWER
TYPE _
STAN DBY
	 _ _	 WATTS
OPERATING	 5	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY
	 KWH
i	 i	 i	 f
3.3.15	 ESP Lan muir probe. Langmuir probe is a cylinder and is
used to determine the ambient ionospheric electron density
and temperature. It is mounted on the ESP so that the
electron characteristics can be measured in regions that
are not perturbed by the Shuttic.
HAZARDS
I	 WIRING SCHEMATIC
	 I
r	
-
n 	
-
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE 2.7 KBPS
OPERATING TIME -TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW 97T Steradians
MODES
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
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EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
r
I	 I	 I	 !	 I
3.3.16	 ESP neutral mass spectrometer. The neutral mass spectro-
meter covers the mass range from l to 64 AMU with a
sensitivity on the order of 100 particles per cubic centi-
meter. It operates by looking into the vehicle ram direction
and energy analyzing the particles.
WIRING SCHEMATIC
MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT. = 5	 KG
LANDING WT. = 5	 KG
I x =	 TBD KG-M2
ly =	 TBD KG-M2
lz =	 TBD KG-M2
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE —. _. --
STANDBY __--	 WATTS
OPERATING	 40	 WATTS
TOTAL ENERGY	 _ KWH
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. EXT. TEMP, 	 °K
POWER DISSIPATION
CONDUCTED	 WATTS
RADIATED 	 WATTS
TOTAL	 - WATTS
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL (MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC)
DUTY CYCLE
DATA RATE	 5.7	 - -- K B PS
OPERATING TIME	 TOTAL
CREW TASKS
FIELD OF VIEW 30 0 Half Cone
MODES	 -_
COMMANDS
• OPERATING SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
• SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS:
• PRE-LAUNCH
• FLIGHT
• POST-FLIGHT
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3.4 LABCRAFT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. This section describes the inventory of
Labcraft support equipment required to support the Flight 1 mission.
It includes the following items:
: Environmental sensor package (ESP)
a SIPS Internal support structure
• Cryogenic canister
• Gas release
• Controls and displays
s Common energy storage system
• Magnetometer mast
3.4.1
	
Environmental sensor package (ESP). The principle function
of the ESP to be used on Flight i is to position a set of
passive instruments remote from the Orbiter (TBD to TBD km)
to measure the space environment. The ESP will be deployed
from the Orbiter via the remote manipulator system (RMS).
It will operate attached to the Orbiter and will provide
necessary support functions (i.e., power, communication, data
processing) to the instrument payload. Communications will
be established with the Orbiter via the payload interrogator
link. The ESP will be retracted by the Orbiter RMS and will
be returned to the ground for reuse. The EPS must be mounted
on a pallet so as to allow fre ,- access for the RMS to permit
safe deployment and retrieval. Other features of the ESP are
shown in Figure 3.4.1-1. The ESP will carry the following
complement of instruments:
• Electric and magnetic receivers
• DC electric field meter
• Medium energy electron detector
• Ion mass and distribution analyzer
• Vector magnetometer
Langmuir probe
Neutral mass spectrometer
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f(A) ENVIRONMENTAL SENSING PACKAGE
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FITTING
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INSTRUMENTH1	 PORT
COMM
(	
ANTENNA
I D ---=
o
ESP
MOUNT
(B) MASS PROPERTIES
LAUNCH WT	 171 KG
LANDING WT 151 KG
I x TBD
I 
	 TBD
I 	 TEE)
(C) SPACELAB POWER REQUIREMENTS
NONE
(D) SPACELAS COOLING REQUIREMENTS
NONE
i	 1
i
(E) ESP BLOCK DIAGRAM
I
ESP
COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVER n	 COMMDECODER
COMMANDS V
ANTENNA
DATA
I O	 UNICATIONS DATA
TR	 SMITTER
_
PROCESS
S L R POWER POWER
I A	 AY CONTROL DISTRIBUTIONUNIT
SPACELAS
AND PROPULSION BATTERY ATTITUDECONTROLORBITER
COMMANDS
I
DATA
POWER
ESP
INSTRUMENT
PACKAGE
(N) SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
RMS
ORBITER ATTITUDE
CONTROL
ORBITER PAYLOAD
INTERROGATOR
(F) OPERATING HAZARDS 	 (G) CREW TASKS
LAUNCH MODE SET
LAUNCHIRETRIEVAL	 RETRIEVE
TEST
(1) OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
CONTROL
OPERATINGDUTY CYCLE
OPERATINGMODES
DATA RATE KBPS
COMMAND RATE KBPS MAX
SPIN RATE RPS
(J) NOTES:
Figure 3.4.1-1. Environmental Sensor Package
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[TBD]
(B) CANISTER B STRUCTURE
3.4.2	 SIPS Internal Support Structure. The basic function of the
SIPS internal support structure is to provide a satisfactory
method for mounting instruments inside the SIPS canister
housings. Details of the structure designs for Flight 1
.. t,,....., — C; .,..,.., 7 n n 1,
(C) STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS (D) STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS
WEIGHT
	
TBD	 KG WEIGHT __	 TBD	 _ 	 KG
C.G. LOCATION: C.G. LOCATION:
X = TBD	 Y=TBD	 Z= TBD X=TBD	 Y=TBD	 Z= TBD
DESIGN LOADS:	 KG TOTAL DESIGN LOADS:	 KG TOTAL
EQUIPMENT MOUNTING METHOD: EQUIPMENT MOUNTING METHOD:
INSERTS IN HONEYCOMB PANEL TBD
Figure 3.4.2-1.	 SIPS Internal Support Structure
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t3.4.3 Cryogenic Canister. The purpose of the cryogenic canister is
to establish the desired operating temperature for selected
instrument detectors. As used on FIight 1, the instruments
are located on the SIPS and are connected to the canister
prior to SIPS deployment (see Figure 3.4.3-1.
	 When the SIPS
is deployed, the lines between the canister and the instrument
detectors are severed and simultaneously sealed. The instru-
ment will then operate for some (limited) time period before
the detector temperature rises to an unacceptably high value.
(B) CANISTER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
WEIGHT (LAUNCH) 588 KG
WEIGHT N.ANDIWJ) 499 -- KG
C.G. LOCATION,
X TBD	 Y= TBD	 Z^ TOD
CRYOGEN
	
SH2.SN2
OPERATING PRESSURE
(C) EQUIPMENT HAZARD
PYROTECHNICS (GUILLOTINE)
CRYO FLUID
PRESSURE VESSEL
Figure 3.4.3-1. Cryogenic Canister
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3.4.4
	 Gas Release. The gas release system is designed to launch
gas containers into orbits which are nominally identical
with the Shuttle Orbiter. Variations in the final orbit of
the gas containers may be achieved by varying the Orbiter
position (launch direction) or the separation velocity or
both. Additional information on the system for Flight 1
is presented in Figure 3.4.4-1.
(B) GAS RELEASE CHARACTERISTICS
LAUNCH WT.	 117 .. KG EA.
I	 LANCING WT.	 9 _ - KG EA.
NO. UNITS ON FLIGHT 1 5
SEPARATION VEL, M/SEC
GAS _	 XENON
RELEASE MECHANISM SPRING
EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
PRESSURE VESSEL
PYROTECHNIC RELEASE
SPRING ENERGY
ELECTRICAL POWER
TYPE
STANDBY	 _ _ WATTS
OPERATING	 _ WAFTS
TOTAL ENERGY
--
 KWH
i
Figure 3.4.4-1. Gas Release
i
I
I
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3.4.5
	
Controls and displays (CFD). The Labcraft C 4@ equipment is
designed to augment the Spacelab capabilities. Specifi-
cally, it serves the following functions:
(a) Satisfies the caution and warning requirements
imposed by Spacelab on payloads
(b) Provides safing and arming capability for payload
equipment (e.g., gas releases)
(c) Provides special control and data processing
capabilities not available from the Spacelab
CDMS
(d) Includes special equipment (e.g., the analog tape
recorder) not provided by Spacelab but necessary
to support Labcraft payload operations.
Figure 3.4.5-1 summarizes the key features of the
Labcraft - dedicated C&D equipment for Flight 1. See
Figure 3.2-2 for layout of Flight 1 controls and displays.
UNIT DESCRIPTION
SIZE 04) WEIGHT{ECG)
AVERAGE
POWER{WATTS)
C.G. LOCATION
X Y Z X Y Z
NIM•CAMAC EQUIPMENT 8o
QCMB CONTROLLER 20
LIOAR CONTROLLER 20
0131PS CONTROLLER 25
SIPS CONTROLLER 36
BULK DATA STORAGE DEVICE 22
Figure 3.4.5-1. Flight 1 C&D Characteristics
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3.4.6 Common ener stora e s stem. Several Labcraft instruments 
e.g., the LIDAR and th'e accelerator) require high energy 
electrical pulses for operation. The common energy 
storage system can provide high energy pulses at 500 volts 
maximum, with individual instruments providing additional 
high voltage processing. Further details on the common 
energy storage system are shown in Figure 3.4.6-1. 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
WEIGHT 210 KG 
C.G. LOCATION: 
X= TBD Y= TBD Z= TBD 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
INPUT POWER ____ WAITS 
INPUT VOLTAGE VOLTS 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE VOLTS 
ENERGY/PULSE JOULES 
PRF TO HZ 
ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC EQUIPMENT HAZARDS 
Fi gure 3.4.6-1. 
· .... 1 
HIGH VOLTAGE 
STORED ENERGY 
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 
HEAT DISSIPATION ___ WATTS 
EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE __ oK 
&--________________ -d 
Common Energy Storage System 
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3.4.7
	 Magnetometer mast. The magnetometer mast is used to place
a magnetometer outside the magnetic environment of the
Orbiter. ^n operation, it will deploy, position, and point
the magnetometers to the desired orientation in accordance
with the preselected installation/alignment. The mast
system will include a cable to provide power and signal
wiring between Spacelab and the mast-mounted magnetometer.
When the experiment work is completed, the mast will be
retracted into the cargo bay and stowed for landing.
Figure 3.4.7--1 shows the details of the magnetometer mast.
1 (8) MAST CHARACTERISTICS
WEIGHT KG
ORIENTATION CONTROL
ANGLE NONE
LENGTH o TO 5•0 M
TIP LCAD CAPABILITY TaD KG
LOCATION:
X = TBD Y =TBD Z = TBD
(A) MAGNETOMETER MAST
Figure 3.4.7-1. Magnetometer Mast
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3.9.8	 Cabling. The principal function of the support cabling is	 j
f	
to connect elements of the Labcraft payload to the various 	 I
Spacelab and Orbiter electrical services such as power,
data processing, commands, communications, and caution
and warning (C&W). Support cabling will also be required
to interconnect sesments of the payload such as support
	
w
equipment to other support equipment or support equip-
vent to instruments. Specific details of cabling require-
ments for Flight l are contained in Table III.IM I-l.
Table III.IMI--i. Flight 1 Cabling
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3.5 COMMON PAYLOAD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (CPSE). The following items of
Spacelab CPSE have been identified as required to support Flight 1:
(none)
3.6	 SPACELAB MISSION DEPENDENT EQUIPMENT (MDE). The Labcraft Fli qht 1
confi quration includes certain Spacelab mission dependent eq ui p-
ment as noted in Table III.VI-1.
Table III.VI-l. Spacelab Mission Dependent Equipment
Equipment
Description
Unit
Weight
(kg) Quantity
Total
Weight
(kg)
Single Rack 36.1 2 72.2
Double Rack 57.3 2 114.6
Pallet Hardpoints 1
Cold Plate 6.3 5 31.5
Cold Plate Standoff 0.9 30 27
Thermal Capacitor 12.5 0 0
Freon Line System TBD TBD TBD
Pallet Thermal Cover 19.8 3 59.4
Experiment Switch Panel 3.7 1 3.7
Power Harness 50 1 50
Experiment Computer 30.4 1 30.4
Experiment I/O Unit 29.5 1 29.5
Experiment RAU 8.9 10 89
Keyboard 4.5 3 13.50
CRT Display 24.25 3 72.75
Hi Bit Rate Rdcorder 43 1 43
High Rate Multiplexer 11 1 11
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3.7 MULTI-MISSION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (MMSE). The Labcraft Flight 1
payload contains the following MMSE.
3.7.1
	
Small Instrument Pointing System (SIPS). The SIPS provides
a highly accurate pointing piatform for selected Labcraft
instruments. It features dual equipment housing mounted
on an azimuth-elevation type pedestal. Both equipment
canisters are tied to the same azimuth bearing, but can be
pointed independently in elevation. An optional roll
bearing is also available with the SIPS and is used on
Flight 1. The canisters include a self- contained thermal
control system, and are designed to accommodate payload
power and signal harnesses. The Flight 1 design includes 	 -^
a special cryogenic cooling system (see 3.4.3 above),
Spacelab MBE as listed in Table III.VI-1, and an inventory
of instruments per Table (TBD).
3.7.1.1 In operation, the SIPS will be retracted/stowed during
the launch phase of Orbiter flight. When proper conditions
for use are established, the 0 biter will be oriented
and the SIPS deployed. A targeting routine (may be manual,
pre-programmed, or closed loop) will be established and
scientific data collected. When the experiments are
completed, the SIPS is retracted and stowed for reentry.
3.7.1.2 Instruments generally will not interface directly with
the SIPS canister.q and consequently a mounting structure
(see 3.4.2) must be provided. In addition, the SIPS will
require certain items of Spacelab MDE (see 3.6) to be
incorporated in the canisters to support the scientific
instruments. Additional data on the SIPS is contained
in Figure 3.7.1--1.
J
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1
(D) EQUIPMENT HAZARDS
(B) SIPS CHARACTERISTICS
MASS	 1406	 KG
AVERAGE POWER	 WATTS
C.G. LOCATION:
X^	 Y=	 Z^
(C) PERFORMANCE
POINTING	 5.5	 SEC
STABI LITY	 1.4	 SEC/SEC
TEMP CONTROL _	 °K
SLEW RATES (DEG/SEC):
AZ	 EL	 ROLL
WEIGHT CAPABILITY	 KG
(E) OPERATING MODES
(F) SIPS BLOCK DIAGRAM
TBD
Figure 3.7.1-1. Small Instrument Pointing System
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3.8 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION. The following flight software packages that
will be on the Certified flight tape, control number (TBD), are
required to support this mission. These packages will be used in the
CDMS experiment flight computer. All packages are written on the
mass memory unit tape. The number of copies of each package written
on the tape is (TBD). All permanently resident packages are loaded
in the experiment computer at liftoff, as are the application packages
supporting the first operations planned after the orbit phase has
started. The following flight software packages are delivered by ESA
and are required for Flight 1:
Experiment Computer Operating System 	 (Resident)
Checkout Language Interpreter 	 (Resident if space permits)
Keyboard Interpreter	 (Resident if space permits)
Experiment CDMS Checkout and	 (Non-resident)
Fault Isolation
In-flight Monitor
	
(Resident)
The following are Labcraft flight software packages for Flight 1:
(a) Labcraft Coordination Package
Labcraft System Management	 (Resident)
(b) AMPS Instrument and Flight Support Equipment Manac,^ement
Packages
Chemical gas release	 (Non-resident)
Electron accelerator control
Vector magnetometer
Level 1 diagnostics
Level 2 diagnostics
Cryo Infra-red limb scanner radiometar
Cryo interferometer spectrometer
Quartz crystal microbalance
Li dar
OBIPS
Solar flux monitor
SIPS control
Mast control
Electrostatic analyzer
Medium energy electron detector
DC electric field meter
E and B receivers
Langmuir probe
ESP telemetry stream processor
	
(Non-resident)
(c) AMPS Experiment ManaqeiTient . Pac ,kLa9es
tach package mE ly consist of several subpackages which can be
independently called. However, 'it is expected that the solar
radiation packa;le will consist of a single package tha •: will be
ci^.l l ed as a unit.
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Vehicle neutralization
	 (Non-resident)
Accelerator beam characteristics
Beam - plasma interactions
Acoustic gravity wave	 1
Gas ' -it expansion dynamics
Minor constituents
Ozone density
Environment measurements
Solar radiation monitor
	 (Non-resident)
(d) On-Board Test Packages
There will be one on-board test package for each instrument and
flight support equipment carried for Labcraft that requires test
prior to, during, or after experiment use. On-board test pack-
ages will be independently called for by the flight operator.
They are all non-resident. 	 1
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3.9	 FLIGHT DATA FILE (FDF). The FDF required to support the AMPS is
composed of the Spacelab flight dependent FDF and the unique AMPS
FDF. The FDF requirement is shown in Table III.IX-1.
Table III.IX-1. AMPS Flight Data File
STS Flight Dependent	 AMPS
Spacelab systems check lists (C/L)
	 Experiment C/L
Spacelab software C/L	 Log books
Spacelab activation C/L
	 Payload schematics
Spacelab deactivation C/L	 Payload malfunction procedures
Spacelab schematics	 Payload flight plan
Spacelab malfunction procedures	 I	 Experiment reference data
Cue cards	 Cue cards
Module subsystem operations
	 Experiment operations
Pallet subsystem operations	 NIM/CAMAC operations
Deployment/retrieval C/L	 Note books
Scratch pads
3.10 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. This section identifies any equipment,
tool, or supporting data required by AMPS which is not included in
one of the standard categories previously discussed. The miscel-
laneous equipment is (TBD).
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	4.	 PAYLOAD FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS
	
4.1	 FLIGHT PLAN.
4.1.1
	
Orbit Characteristics. The mission profile for Flight 1,
illustrated in Figures 4.1.1-1 through 4.1.1-3, begins with a
northeasterly launch from the Eastern Test Range into a 104 x
302 km orbit inclined 52.9 degrees. Six major OMS maneuvers
are required during the mission to accomplish the orbit
injection, transfer, and deboost. The first maneuver,
AV = 70 m/sec, is considered part of the Shuttle/Orbiter
initial orbit injection sequence. The second maneuver,
AV = 64 m/sec occurs at first apogee raising perigee to the
altitude of the initial phasing orbit. One-half revolution
later, again at apogee, perigee is raised to 340 km with a
AV = 6.4 m/sec to roughly circularize the orbit. OMS
maneuver four, a retro AV = -39 m/sec, occurs at a latitude
of 18.3--degrees south at approximately 11 hr 24 min GET.
This maneuver lowers perigee to 195 km at approximately the
latitude of Arecibo. The first Arecibo experiment pass
occurs at approximately 22 hr 33 min GET (12 p.m. local
time) with the Orbiter flying directly over the tracking
facility in a southwest to north east direction remaining
visible above the local horizon for about 6 minutes. At
next perigee, approximately 1 hr 33 min later, the fifth
OMS AV = -85 m/sec for deboost, occurs at approximately
166 hr 15 min GET.
4.1.1.1 Throughout the mission, drag makeup AV maneuvers are
required using the Orbiter RCS. The amount of each AV is
highly dependent on the Orbiter altitude history. Since
the tracking, orbit determination for precise drag compen-
sation on a revolution by revolution basis is very high, a
nominal AV will be added every few revolutions based on
ground based and/or TDRSS. With a worst case attitude
during the entire mission, the total makeup AV would be no
more than 6 m/sec.
4.1.1.2 Shuttle launch time will be approximately 10 p,m. to support
the Arecibo experiment pass at 12 p.m. Arecibo local time.
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PHASING ORBIT
R ECI BO 1ST
FIRST OVERFLIGHT
PHASING ORBIT
ORBIT
2
5
U }
o
EVENT
TIME
(GET)
HR:MIN
V
MISEC
ORBITAL
CHARACTERISTICS INC
DEG
HP {KM} HA {KM}
1 ETSEPARATION 00.11 70 104 302 52.9
THROUGH INSERTION
2 TRANSFER TO PHASING 0:46 64 307 330 52.9
ORBIT ALTITUDE
3 CIRCULARIZE AT PHASING 1:29 6.4 320 340 52.9
ORBIT ALTITUDE
4 LOWER PERIGEE FOR 1ST 11:24 39 195 329 52.9
ARECIBO OVERFLIGHT
5 TRIM PERIOD FOR 2ND-6TH 22:33 -34 187 222 52.9
ARECIBO OVERFLIGHTS
6 DEORBIT 166:15 -85 °- - -
REPEATING GROUND TRACK ORBIT FOR 2ND-6TH ARECIBO
OVERFLIGHTS AND MINOR CONSTITUENTS EXPERIMENTS
Figure 4.1.1-1. An Orbit Sequence Has Been Chosen Which Meets All Scientific Objectives
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4.1.2	 Flight timeline. The experiment operations and scientific
flight cwew timeline is shown in Figure 4.1.2 .1. Each of the
experiments is performed independently of the others with
the exception of the electron accelerator and environmental
measurements. These activities art. conducted using some
common equipment (RMS, ESP). They have been.scheduled so
that accelerator experiments are conducted during dark
orbital periods and the environmental measurements are made
during light phases. Payload Specialist No. 1 is prime for
these experiments and is supported by the Mission Specialist.
Payload Specialist No. 2 is prime for the ozone density and
minor constituents experiments.
TIME FROM LAUNCH — HOURS
0	 12	 24	 36	 48	 60	 72	 84	 96	 109	 120	 132	 144	 156 168
EXPERIMENTS I^ SPACELAS
ACTUATION
I
THERMALI
ACOUSTIC GRAVITY
I
NNISTER D PLOYMEN
CONDITIONING j
WAVE AND
i	 ^ * I
I
GAS CLOUD EXPANSION 5 RELEASE i
DEOR BIT 
II
.^
^II
ELECTRON ACCELERATOR I	 I
SEAM PLASMA I II	 !
INTERACTIONS I I	 I
MINOR CONSTITUENTS $, I r r w rr	 ^s rs ry	 .tea	 I
OZONE DENSITY I II
ENVIRONMENTAL. I ,,,,	 I
MEASUREMENTS
SOLAR RADIATION Ir
I
1
r	 r s r r I	 I
E
I	 j
I	 I
I
I	 i
I
SCIENTIFIC CREW
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST NO 	 1
I
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST NO. 2
I
1
I
I
I	
E
I
MISSION SPECIALIST I
1171
I
I
1	 I
--7r 7^ 717
Figure 4.1.21. Experiment Operations and Scientific
Flight Crew Timeline
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4.2 SPACELAB/ORBITER RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
4.2.1	 Electrical power. The electrical power and distribution
subsystem for Shuttle payload missions do not require the
design of an electrical power source because power is
provided from a dedicated power source in the Orbiter
through the Spacelab power distribution system. No changes
are required to the existing system. A review of the
electrical power and energy requirements for Flight I
resulted in power and energy values within the capabilities
provided. A comparison of the capabilities and require-
ments are shown in Table IV.II.I-1.
The sustaining power available for the short module and
three pallet segment Spacelab configuration as reported in
the Spacelab System PDR--A is 3.4 kW with a peak of 7.4 kW.
The total energy available is 369 kWh. The sustaining
power requirement for Flight I in Table IV.II.I-I is
maximum sustaining power but not required over the total
mission. A large margin of energy is available. A detailed
review was done of the specific AMPS Flight I timeline and
instrument power requirements, and the resulting power and
energy requirements profile are shown in Figure 4.2.1-1.
Table IV.II.I-1. AMPS Flight 1 Electrical Power
and Energy Requirement
RequirementCapability
Flight 1
Sustaining (kit) 3.4 3.0
Peak (kW) 7.4 3.2
15 min, max/3 hr
Energy (kWh) 369 194
4.2.2	 Thermal control. The thermal control subsystem encompasses
those elements which control and maintain the temperature
of the AMPS scientific payload. An overall view of the
scientific payload with the thermal control system in place
is shown in Figure 4.2.2-1 Multilayer insulation blankets
with silvered Teflon exterior surfaces surround the instru-
ments to minimize temperature transients and heat losses.
Electric heaters are utilized for standby temperature
control and reduction of instrument gradients. Maximum use
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Figure 4.2.1-1. Flight 1 Payload Power
and Energy Profile
is made of Spacelab provided multilayer insulation blankets
for the pallet areas, avionics air cooling for module-
mounted equipment, and the active pallet Freon cooling loop
are included. Additionally, the SIPS standard heat pipe
canister is used for pointed instrument thermal control.
With the thermal control system presented. all instrument
temperature requirements are met. One of the major elements
of i.he thermal control subsystem is the special canister
required to support the cryogenically cooled limb scanner.
This instrument presents a major design challenge in the
areas of cryogenic fluid selection, instrument design and
cryogenic fluid handling techniques under the safety require-
ment of the Space Transportation System. Baseline to our
system is the selection of solidified hydrogen fcr detector
cooling and gaseous nitrogen/solidified nitrogen for optics
cooling. The hydrogen and nitrogen are kept solidified prior
to launch by a service dewar of liquid helium mounted on the
pallet. Provisions also exist for a safe return of any
unused hydrogen in an abort from orbit mode.
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Figure 4.2.2--1. AMPS Thermal Control System Flight 7
4.2.2.1 Standby heater requirements. As pointed out earlier, heaters
are utilized in some cases to maintain the lower temperature
limit and the power for this technique is summarized in
Table IV.II.II-1. This section is for information only
since the electrical power requirements shown in Table
IV.II.II-1 have been included in the electrical requirements
specified in 4.2.1.
Table IV.II.II-l. Instrument Standby
Power Requirements
Instrument
Maximum Standby
Heat Requirement
(watts)
Electron accelerator 62
SIPS system ---
Vector magnetometer 4
LIDAR 82
Gas release canister 20 each
ESP 23* each
Common energy storage 9
W0.36 M2 White Strip
4.2.2.2 Active cooling requirements. The configuration of the
Spacelab-provided active cooling loop and the instruments
serviced by it are shown in Figure 4.2.2--2. The heat dis-
sipated into the active Spacelab cooling loops was deter-
mined from the thermal analysis and is shown in
Table IV.II.II-2.
Table IV.II.II-2. Heat Dissipated Into the Active Cooling Loop
F
Instrument/Assembly
Peak Cold Plate/Pleat
Exchanger Requirements
(watts)
Orbiter Cooling
Capacity (watts)
Pallet
Common energy units 98 2000 (2 plates)
Electron accelerator 116 1000 (1	 plate)
LIDAR 1991 2000 '(2 plates)
Module
Avionics HX 920 4510
Maximum 2151 5200 Total
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MODULE INSULATION
COVER
ELECTRON	 l.f DAR
FIRE AND AVIONICS ACCELERATOR	 --SMOKE RACKS
DETECTORS
DEPLOYABLE
INSULATION
^•^+k
43 cfm AfR DUCT
Jam,
COVER
CO2 & ODOR
—+ ORBITER FILTER. ABSORBER n EXPERIMENT FAN
ELEC TRIC HEATERS
Co PAYLOAD
HX FANS
!U{ HX CQf^'^f^ ON ENERGY
_ CONDENSING AVtONIC5 STORAGE UNITS (2)
H2O .^2
HX 55 COLD
P1ATE5
HX
H2O PUMP INSULATION ---
AND
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ELECTRIC
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FREON ---0
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Figure 4.2.2-2. Spacelab Active Control System
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4.2.2.3 Cryogenic instrument accommodation. For AMPS, the cryogenic
instrument must be capable of raster scanning above the
earth's horizon and it is desired that it be capable of look-
ing at different segments of the horizon. For this reason,
it has been mounted on a SIPS standard gimbal platform. An
open loop cooler utilizing solid hydrogen for cooling the
detector and a system using gaseous helium and solidified
nitrogen for cooling the optics was the most suitable. The
gaseous helium was circulated around the optics and then
retooled by a heat exchanger located within the solidified
nitrogen bottle. However, since hydrogen in the wrong con-
centration with oxygen is an inflammable mixture, precautions
must be taken to prevent the presence of hydrogen while in
the atmosphere. This is accomplished prior to launch by the
use of a service dewar of liquid helium mounted on the pallet.
The system is sized to give a 24-hour launch pad contingency
capability. After SIPS deployment, this connection is
severed. The cryogenic fluid handling system is shown in
Figure 4.2.2-3 with an identification of the required ground
system AGE.
4.2.3	 Data handl* 
*
The Spacelab Command and Data Management
Subsystem CDMS) is used to accommodate the AMPS payload
data acquisition and handling requirements. 'The AMPS
science instrument data handling requirements for Flights
and 2 range from a few hundred bits per second to several
megabits per second. However, no additional data handling
support equipment is needed above what is provided by the
Spacelab CDMS for AMPS Flight 1.
4.2.3.1 AMPS Flight I configuration. The specific configuration of
the Spacelab CDMS to accommodate the AMPS Flight 1 data
handling requirements is shown in Figure 4.2.3-1. Orbiter/
Spacelab data handling interfaces and the RAU placement
necessary for command distribution and data collection on
AMPS Flight I is also shown in Figure 4.2.3-1.
(a) Commands to the Spacelab CDMS can originate from three
sources. These are from the ground via the Orbiter
General Purpose Computer (GPC), preprogrammed on-board
commands that are stored in the Spacelab computers, and
adaptive commands that are interactively generated in
real time using the Spacelab CRT/keyboard. The ground
commands are sent from the Orbiter GPC to the Spacelab
I/O units via the GPC/MDM/I/G unit interface. All of
these types of commands are distributed to the appro-
priate I/O unit, data bus, and finally to the proper
RAU and instrument.
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(b) Low rate telemetry is acquired via the subsystem and
exper i ment data bus with the RAU's interfacing directly
with the instruments for data acquisition. The low-
rate science and engineering data processed by the
computers can be displayed on CRT's and/or used by the
computers for limit checks. The low-rate data is also
transmitted to the ground through the Orbiter Payload
data interleaver via the S-band or the Ku-band commu-
nication equipment.
(c) Medium rate science data from the subsystem or experi-
ment I/O units and high rate data from the electron	 O.W.
accelerator and the cryro interferometer/spectrometer
instruments are accepted by the high rate multiplexer
(HRM) for transmission to the ground or are recorded
for later playbac , . through the HRM. The HRM interfaces
directly with the Ku-band signal processor which is
part of the Ku-band communication equipment on the
Orbiter.
(d) Detailed review of the instrument command and data
handling requirements has been accomplished. For each
instrument, the number and types of commands, and the
science and status data requirements have been
identified.
(e) In all cases, the utilization of each experiment RAU
is 75 percent or less for all types of inputs and
outputs. Consequently, the configurations shown here
have substantial growth capability if the data require-
ments increase when the instruments become better
defined.
4.2.3.2 Data preprocessing. Some science instruments, such as the
LIDAR, generate large blocks of science data. A mini-
computer or processor is teamed with the Spacelab computer
to preprocess and condense the raw science data prior to
entering the science data onto the Spacelab data bus.
Without preprocessing, over 30 x 10 5
 bits of data are
generated each time the LIDAR is fired. With preprocessing,
only 3.1 x 103
 bits of data are presented to the Spacelab
data bus. The electron accelerator is augmented with
NIM/CAMAC equipment, which contains a data processor, and
the LIDAR is augmented with a data processor (mini-
computer), within the instrument, to reduce the data proc-
essing requirements on the Spacelab computer.
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4.2.3.3 Environmental sensor package data handling configuration.
The environmental sensor package (ESA) is a free-flyer type
of satellite launched from the Shuttle cargo bay and is
part of the AMPS payload. The science instruments on
board the ESA will utilize the Orbiter Payload interrogator
subsystem to provide the necessary command and telemetry
links. Via this link, the Orbiter is capable of commanding
at a 2--kbps rate, and receiving telemetry data at 16 kbps .
The ESP's will require essentially the same complement of
science instruments for both Flights 1 and 2. The ESP will
consist of seven science instruments. For f =lights I and 2,
all seven instruments are not required to be active during
any one experiment.' Therefore, the instruments can be
grouped for operation in two different modes; i.e,, Mode 1
and Mode 2 operation. The grouping of the ins` uments into
two modes of operation will permit the best ut.lization of
the Orbiter payload interrogator data link and still remain
within the total 16 kbps maximum data rate. The active
instruments for Mode 1 operation are:
(1) Medium energy electron detector
(2) DC electric field.
(3) E and B receivers
(4) Vector magnetometer
(5) Langmuir probe.
The active instruments for Mode 2 operation are:
(1) Ion mass and distribution analyzer
(2) neutral mass spectrometer
(3) Vector magnetometer
(4) Langmuir probe.
Figure 4.2,3-2 shows the ESP data handling configuration
that permits maximum science data return.
4.2.3.4 Data formats. Flight 1 consists of seven individual experi-
ments. The synthesis of data formats that is compatible
with the payload is highly dependent upon the mission
operation and flight timeline. Due to the large number of
instruments and experiments, a different format for each
situation is undesirable. At the same time one format capa-
ble of satisfying all the instruments would waste valuable
transmission bandwidth. Therefore a solution that is
between these extremes has been selected.
(a) The data handling requirements on an experiment basis
are presented for Flight l in Table IV.II.III-1.
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Figure 4.2,3-2. ESP Data Handling Configuration
Examining these data handling requirements, Flight 1
can be accommodated with two digital formats and one
analog format. The data format requirements for
Flight 1 are shown in Table IMI.III-2.
(b) For Flight 1, two digital formats are required; i.e.,
lA at 2.6 mops and lB at 536 Kbps. Format lA is capa-
ble of supporting any one of the high data rate experi-
ments (Acoustic Gravity Wave, Gas Cloud Expansion. or
the Minor Constituent experiments) plus the low data
rate Environmental Measurements and Solar Flux Radia-
tion experiments simultaneously. Format lB is capable
of supporting one of the medium data rate experiments
(Electron Accelerator or Beam Plasma Interaction) plus
the low data rate Environmental Measurements and Solar
Flux Radiation experiments! Format 1C is used to
accommodate the video signal that is generated by the
OBIPS in support of certain experiments.
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Table IV.II.111-1. Data Handling Requirements for Flight 1
Experiment
Maximum Data
Requirements
Comments
Digital Analog(MHz)
Acoustic Gravity Wave 2.51 mbps 4.2 Analog is video
signal generated
by the optical
band imager
Gas Cloud Expansion 2.51 mbps 4.2
Electron Accelerator 516.0 kbps 4.2
Beam Plasma Interactions 516.0 kbps 4.2
Minor Constituents 2.56 mbps Highest data rate
Environmental Measurements 16.7 kbps
Solar Flux Radiation 3.2 kbps Performed 30 min-
utes once per day
Table IV.II.III-2. Flight 1 Experiment Data Format
Requirements
Experiments
Format No.
1A 1B 1C
(2.6 mbps) (536 kbps) (4.2 MHz)
1) Acoustic Gravity Wave X X
2) Gas Cloud Expansion X X
3) Electron Accelerator X X
4) Beam Plasma Interaction X X
5) Minor Constituents X
6) Environmental Measurements X X
7) Solar Flux Radiation X X
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4.2.4	 Software. This section describes the software functions
that must be performed in support of the AMPS Flight 1
payload by:
(a) The Orbiter computers and master timing unit
(b) The Spacelab subsystem computer.
4.2.4.1 Orbiter computer support.
(a) Remote manipulator control. The remote manipulator
(RMS) is needed to position the AMPS ESP package.
This positioning is carried out under the control
of Orbiter GPC computer software. Where the RMS
conducts a scanning or other type of motion during
an experiment, direct quantitative RMS relative
position feedback to the experiment monitor console
display is required for data interpretation pur-
poses. This relative position data will also be
downlinked. Where a fixed-preplanned position is
maintained by the RMS during the experiment, direct
quantitative relative position feedback to the
experiment monitor console display is desirable but
not required. Table IV.II.IV-1 identifies the RMS
support requirements as required by several Flight i
experiments.
(b) ESP telemetry support (optional). ESP telemetry will
be collected at a rate of 16 kilobits per second.
The path taken by the data through the Orbiter
data handling system has not been conclusively
established and may involve the GPC computer in
coordinating this data transfer. Table IV.II.IV-1
shows for which experiments the 16 kbps Orbiter
support is required.
(c) Orbiter orientation control. All experiments planned
for Flight 1 require Orbiter orientation. The main-
tenance of this orientation is under the control of
Orbiter computer software. Table IV.II.IV-1 identi-
fies the Orbiter orientation requirementsfor each
experiment. The most complex requirement arises
where the Orbiter +Z axis is to be kept aligned with
the local magnetic field. (Electron accelerator
experiments.) In spite of relatively low accuracy
requirements, this is a sufficiently complex probiL-m
so that direct digital transfer of the required
Orbiter orientation angles from the Spacelab experi-
ment to the Orbiter computers is required. The
required Orbiter response is to orient the Orbiter
within the vehicles' capabilities to the requested
orientation.
4.18
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Table IV.II.IV-1. Orbiter Computer Software Support Requirements
Experiment
Orbiter RMS
Control Required
via OPC
Orbiter Orientation
Control Required
Orbiter
Telemetry
Support Required
Vehicle neutralization Fixed position +Z along local mag- Yes
netic field
Beam characteristics Fixed position +Z along local mag- Yes
netic field
Beam plasma inter- Scanning mode +Z along local mag- Yes
actions netic field
Acoustic gravity wave - SIPS instruments to -
survey gas cloud
Gas cloud expansion - SIPS instruments to -
dynamics survey gas cloud
Minor constituents - SIPS instruments to -
limb scan from 20 to
100 kilometers
altitude
Ozone density - +Z axis pointed to -
Nadir
Environment measure- Scanning mode Vary +Z axis with Yes
ments respect to velocity
vector
Solar radiation - SIPS solar radiation -
monitor to view the
sun
4.2.4.2 Time and state vector. The X.IPS Flight 1 mission software
needs timing and Orbiter state vector information (as
defined in the Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook),
that is transmitted from the Orbiter to the exp_^riment
computer.
4.2.4.3 Spacelab subsystem information. Where the subsystem com-
puter can turn power or thermal units on or off, the
experiment computer must "know" the on/off status of
resources suppliedto the payload equipment to enable
proper performance of its experiment monitoring and control
tasks,
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4.2.5	 POINTING AND CONTROL. The major pointing and control require-
ments placed on the Spacelab and Orbiter is for an experimental
pointing mount. This requirement results from the -Fact that a
large number of the instruments included in the AMPS payload
require either: 1) a large field of view or Motion relative
to other body fixed instruments, 2) fine pointing to accu-
racies better than Orbiter can provide (i.e., approximately
2 degrees) or rate stabilization over selected periods better
than Orbiter can provide (i.e., approximately 0.010/sec).
4.2.5.1 Many NASA studies have shown that the most cost effective Way
to meet these requirements is with an independently gimballed
pointing mount. These experiment pointing mount requirements
are not unique to AMPS and have been recognized by NASA for
general payload support. As a result, preliminary work has
been done on several designs and a decision on which EPM
design to support is planned by NASA. The most likely candi-
date appears to be the small instrument pointing system (SIPS)
which forms the basis of the baseline design.
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4.2.6	 Stowage. The [arbiter/Spacelab stowage requirements for the
AMPS Flight 1 payload are as shown below.
Number of Units
Item Core
Segment AFD
Work bench 1 -
containers
Ceiling stowage 2 -
containers
Rack stowage 0 -
containers
Loose equipment temperature 2 -
storage (trash disposal
bag)
4.2.7
	 OMS/RCS propellant usage. The OMS and RCS propellant usage
is based on the attitude changes and maneuvers required for
orbital operations and the noi^iting required for each
experiment. Requirements are summarized below.
Capacity
RCS (kg) OMS NO
3353 11377
Utilization
0	 Nominal 1829 9814
0	 Dispersions 136
•	 Reserves 591
n 	 Unavailable 366 256
Total 2331 10661
Margin 1022 716
% Margin 34 7
r	 .1
4.2.8 Controls and displays. The Orbiter/Spacelab controls and
displays required in support of the AMPS Flight 1 payload
are provided below.
Number of Units
Item
Core
Segment AFD
Orbiter
CRT and keyboard 1
C&W panel 1
CCTV 1 2 (split screen)
RMS C&D 1
Spacelab
EPDS Monitor and Control 1 1
ARS D&C panel 1
CRT and keyboard 2 1
Integration control panel 1
(R~7)
Master intercom 1
Remote intercom 2
4-22
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4.3 SPACELAB/ORBITER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS. This section describes tyre
analyses, tests, test results, hardware, software, and other support-
ing data which is required to show payload compliance with Spacelab/
Orbiter interface requirements for contamination, electromagnetic
compatibility, and safety.
4.3.1	 Contamination. The demands for a clean operating environ-
ment derive primarily from the Orbiter and Orbiter crew and
from the payload experiment apparatus. The general re-
quirements are specified in Section 4.3 of NASA document
JSC-07700, Volume XIV, Space Shuttle System Payload Accom-
modations, in Section 7.11 of NASA/ESA document SLP/2104,
Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook, and in NASA doc-
ument GSFC-TBD, Labcraft Payload General Specification.
4.3.1.1
	
Analyses. Payload contamination sources for pallet -
mounted equipment were identified and tabulated as shown
in Table (TBS). A simple line-of-sight analysis[see Appen-
dix (TBD)] established the accretion and impingement of
contaminants on Orbiter and Spacelab surfaces as well as on
other payload equipment.
4.3.1.2	 Testing. All payload materials which do not have histori-
cal data on off-gassing and outgassing characteristics
must be subjected to tests either in a laboratory or on an
early shuttle flight. The source of contamination data
and/or test results on payload materials is presented in
Table (TBS).
4.3.1.3	 Design. The flight T design includes specific design fea-
tures dictated by cleanliness requirements. These are:
(L) Special covers on the SIPS canisters, the electron
accelerator, and the lidar.
(b) The incorporation of cold traps at heaters as required.
4.3.1.4	 Inspection and cleaning. All AMPS payload equipment
will be inspected under both white and ultraviolet light
for visible contamination, cleaned if necessary, and main-
tained clean throughout the integration process. The
requirements for integration facilities and for personnel
engaged in payload integration are defined in ( m), and
are basically compatible with the class 100,OJO cleanliness
requirements specified in Section 4.3 of JSC-07700, Volume
XIV.
4.3.1.5	 Handling, packaging, and transportation. Payload equip-
ment handling, packaging, and transportation technique
must bL selected and designed to preserve the cleanliness
requirements as noted in 4.3.1, above. 	 The specific
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measures taken to preserve equipment cleanliness are
delineated in Table (TBS).
4.3.1.6	 Ground support equipment. All Labcraft GSE destined for
use in any controlled integration area must be designed,
cleaned, tested, or otherwise processed to prevent it from
contaminating the integration area. Table (TBS) lists the
procedures necessary to process various Labcraft GSE prior
to use in a contamination-controlled environment.
4.3.2	 Electromagnetic compatibility (_EPIC). The Flight I payload
has been designed, fabricated, and integrated to comply with
the EMC requirements specified in NASA document JSC SL-E-002,
MIL-STD-461A Space Shuttle Amendment, Electromagnetic Inter-
ference Requirements, Equipment, in JSC 07700, Volume XIV,
Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations, and in the
(NASA)/ESA document SLP/2104, Spacelab Payload Accomodation
Handbook. Details on the actions taken to satisfy these
requirements are outlined in the Labcraft EMC Control Plan.
4.3.2.1 analysis. A computer-assisted compatibility analysis was
conducted on the Flight I payload. The problem areas iden-
tified during this analysis and the actions taken to alle-
viate those problems listed in Table (TBS).
In addition to the above, an analysis was made of potential
interference due to high magnetic and electric fields or
due to high energy particles originating in the Flight I
instruments. The results of these analyses are summarized
in Tables (TBS).
4.3.2.2	 Design. The following design practices have been implemented
on the Flight I payload to improve its EMC characteristics:
• Equipment housings electrically bonded per MIL-B-5087,
Class R
a Housings designed as RF tight enclosures
* In-line, passive EMI filters at all power interfaces
a Fully shiwlded electrical cable harnesses
s Primary power returns electrically isolated from structure,
secondary power, and signal returns
9 No intentional power or signal return currents in
structural members
e Single-point grounding for all circuits except coaxial
RF circuits
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A,
ym All I/O circuitry protected against indirect lightning
strike and spacecraft differential charging/discharge
effects.
Exceptions to the above design practices and justification
for these exceptions are listed in Table (TBS).
4.3.2.3 Testin g . A number of tests were conducted on individual
items of -Flight and ground equipment and on the iotegrated
(level IV) payload. The results of these tests, as well
as the test procedures and the test equipment used, is
contained in Technical Report (TBS). All waivers and devia-
tions to approved test requirements are listed in Table (TBS).
4.3.3	 Safet . The Fight 1 payload has been designed to comply
with the requirements of NASA document NHB-XX entitled
Safety Policy and Requirements For Payloads Eking the
National Space Transportation System. The methodology and
approach used to satisfy these requirements is defined in
the AMPS Safety Plan.
4.3.3.1	 Analysis. A detailed analysis of the Flight I payload
design was made to identify potential hazard sources and
to institute actions to delete or alleviate such hazards.
The remaining or residual hazards were then subjects of a
risk analysis and the results of this activity are summarized
in Table (TBS).
4.3.3.2	 Material Review. All materials used in the Flight I payload
have been reviewed to insure compliance with established
safety requirements are identified in Table (TBS).
4.3.3.3 Testing. A number of tests were conducted on various
materials and componenets (e.g. pressure vessels) to esta-
blish compliance with safety standards. These tests, along
with test results, are listed in Table (TBS).
4.3.3.4	 Caution and Warning (C & W). The Flight I_payload includes
certain ccmponents which are dedicated to alerting the crew
to impending hazardous conditions or which are capable of
rendering u hazard inert. Figure TBS is an electrical sche-
matic showing these components and their interface with the
Orbiter/Spacelab C & W system. Table (TBS) lists the various
parameters being monitored and the safety category of each
parameter,
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4.4 COMMUNICATION AND DATA REQUIREMENTS. The communication and data
handling subsystem shall provide to the payload all the services
necessary for instrument command and control, data acquisition, data
processing, data formatting, data displaying, data storing, and data
transmission to the ground. Maximum use of the Shuttle Orbiter com-
munication equipment and of the Spacelab Command and Data Management
Subsystems shall be made.
	
4.4.1	 Real time downlink data. Real time low rate downlink data
consisting of pay oad houskeeping and engineering data
shall be transmitted via the Orbiter S-band or Ku-band
communications equipment at a normal data rate of 64 kbps.
Medium and high rate data shall be acquired via the Space-
lab high rate multiplexer (HRM). The HRM will interface
with the Ku-band signal processor. Real time medium and
high rate data will be available only during periods of
TDRSS coverage via the Orbiter Ku-band communication sub-
system. Flight 1 experiments shall require two data for-
mats at 2.6 Mbps and 536 kbps. For real time data trans-
mission, only one of these transmission rates need be	 #
supported at any one time.
	
4.4.2	 Uplink commands. Uplink commands sequenced at a 2 kbps
information rate shall be transmitted via the STDN S-band,
or relayed via TDRSS S-band or Ku-band. From the communi-
cation subsystem, the Orbiter network signal processor
(NSP) routes the commands to the Orbiter general purpose
computer (GPC). The commands are finally sent to the
Spacelab subsystem or experiment computer (via the multi-
plexer/demultiplexer and the Spacelab I/O units) for exe-
cution.
	
4.4.3
	 Stored and dumped data. During periods when TDRSS cover-
age is not available, housekeeping and payload data shall
be recorded on the Orbiter maintenance PCM recorder for
later playback when TDRSS coverage is available. Medium
and high rate data shall be recorded on the Spacelab high
rate digital recorder (HRDR) during TDRSS outage periods.
Minimum tape record capability shall be not less than
60 minutes at the data rates specified in 4.4.1 to span
the TDRSS non-coverage periods with one Ku-band antenna.
When TDRSS coverage is available, the recorded data can be
dumped through the HRM at a maximum rate of 32 Mbps from
the HRDR. Playback data and real time data shall be capa-
ble of being multiplexed together for a combined maximum
data rate of 50 Mbps.
	
4.4.4
	
Voice and TV data. Payload voice data (maximum of six
duplex analog voice channels) shall be routed between the
Spacelab master intercom unit via the Orbiter audio central
control unit. Only two fully duplexed voice digital chan-
nels are available through the Orbiter communication sub-
system to the ground. These voice channels shall be shared
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between the Orbiter crew and experimenters. During periods
when TDRSS coverage is not available the voice data is
recorded on the Orbiter PCM maintenance recorder for later
playback. TV signals shall be routed from the Spacelab
CCTV feedthrough to the video switching network for dis-
tribution. The video switching network shall interface
with the Ku-band signal processor for transmission to the
ground via the Ku-band TDRSS equipment. The composite
video signal shall not exceed 4.5 MHz in bandwidth and must
be compatible with EIA standards RS170 and RS330.
4.4.5	 TDRSS requirements. TDRSS shall provide S-band and Ku-band
communication coverage for the Flights 1 and 2. S-band
communications shall be used only to establish Ku-band
communications. The nominal operational mode of communica-
tions shall be via the Ku-band communications subsystem.
High rate science data (approximately 2.6 Mbpx) experiments
will be conducted for approximately 60 hours during a 7-day
mission. Nominally this data will not be required in real
time in total, and TDRSS access time can be reduced by
recording the data at 2.6 Mbps and dumping the data down
at a 32 Mbps rate. This represents more than a factor of
10 reduction in actual TDRSS access time if all of the data
is recorded and dumped at the 32 Mbps rate. However, the
actual high rate TDRSS access time will be highly dependent
on the mission timeline and mission operations somewhere
between the two extremes given above. However, housekeeping
and voice data (low rate data) will be required to be
transmitted through TDRSS almost on a continual basis
throughout the 7-day mission.
4.4.6	 DOMSAT requirements. The DOMSAT usage required by AMPS is
described below.
Experiment
Data
Rate
Maximum
Time per {umber
of
Total
Usage Allowab.e
mbps (min) min
Delal y
Acoustic gravity 2.51 10 5 50 TBD
wave
Minor constituents	 11 2.6 720 8 3510 TBD
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	4.4.7	 On-board data processing. This section describes the
functions performed by the on-board AMPS flight software
application programs servicing the first mission.
Table IV.IV.VII-1 presents these requirements.
	
4.4.8	 -Post-flight data processing. The required post-flight data
processing of the experiment data will consist of:
(a) Frame syncronization
(b) Time correction/correlation
(c) Event status
(d) Error detection
(e) Calibration
(f) Grouping
(g) Conversion to engineering units
(h) Formatting
The details of these requirements are TBD.
	
4.4.9	 Data distribution. The distribution of experiment data
will include:
(a) Storage in the POC for remote access
(b) Distribution of computer compatible tapes
(c) Distribution of reports.
The details of these requirements are (TBD).
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Instruments and FSE
Gas release	 Yes	 5	 0	 1	 (l)	 Yes	 Yes
Vector magnetometer 	 2	 1	 1
Electron accelerator	 21	 3	 1	 (2)
Level I diagnostics	 4	 0	 1
Level II diagnostics	 33	 4	 2
Lidar	 16	 2	 1	 TBD
OBIPS	 10	 0	 1
IR radiometer	 6	 2	 1	 T13D
IR interferometer spectrometer 	 10	 2	 1	 TOO	 (4)
Quartz crystal microbalance	 6	 1	
1
SIPS	 12	 3	 1	 (5)
Common energy storage	 6	 0	 1
Mast adapter	 3	 0	 1	 (7)
Environmental senior package	 25	 6	 1	 TOD	 (6)
Solar flux monitor	 Yes	 4	 1	 1	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes
Experiments (17)
Vehicle neutralization	 Yes	 1	 (18)	 Yes	 (3) Yes	 (9)	 Yes
Beam characteristics	 1	 (13)	 (3)	 (10)
(18)
Beam-plasma interactions	 1	 (13)	 (3)	 (11)
E
(18)
Acoustic gravity wave 	 (14)	 (3)	 (15)
Gas cloud experiment dynamics	 (14)	 (3)	 (15)
Minor constituents	 1	 (19)	 (16)
ozone density
	 (3)
Environment measurements	 6	 (12)	 (20)
Solar radiation
	
Yes	 (8)	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes
(1) Safety processing
(2) Beam orientation with respect to magnetic field
(3) Firing sequencing, special monitoring
(4) Sun avoidance computations
(5) Kalman filter processing and star rip referencing
(6) Energy band processing for medium energy detector, interference rejection for EB3 receivers, telemetry
stream. Processing for environmental package processing
(7) Mast safety check
(8) Candidate for automatic operation under computer control
(9) Vary beam characteristics
(10) Vary accelerator energy, currents, and focus settings and preserve these settings for subsequent use
(11) Vary accelerator energy, currents, and focus settings and preserve these settings for subsequent use.
(12) Geometric computations required to determine relative position of RMS
(13) Geometric computations for beam orientation and Orbiter orientation requests
(14) Geometric computations for line-of-sight orientation of SIPS and for canister ejection initialization
(15) Commanded angles for orbiter orientation and 5TP5 painting
(16) Ccmmandod orientation angles for Orbiter
(17) In the experiment category, only significant exporiment functions that are over and above those served
by individual instrument and FSE packages arc' called out
(18) Compute Orbiter orientation with respect to local magnetic field
(19) TBD geometric computations to assure proper Orbiter orientation for limb scanning operation
(2O) Vary Orbiter orientation.
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5.	 PAYLOAD GROUND REQUIREMENTS
5.1 SPACELAB ELEMENT STAGING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PAYLOAD
INTEGRATION CENTER
r'
5.111
	 Mission-dependent equipment. The hardware specif=ied in
Tables V.1.I-1 and V.I.I-2 will be "staged" at KSC and
transported to the Level IV integration site, Staging
requirements specifically address pallets, racks, and aft
flight deck hardware.
Table V-I.I-1. Pallet Staging Requirements
*
Pallet 1	 Quantit
Experiment RAU's
Cold plates
Thermal Capacitors
Coolant plumbing
Thermal insulation blankets
EPDB's
*
'Pallet 2
Experiment RAU's
Cold plates
Thermal capacitors
Coolant plumbing y
Thermal insulation blankets
EPDB's
Pallet 3*
Experiment RAU's
Cold plates
Thermal capacitors
Coolant plumbing
Thermal insulation blankets
EPDB's
*Shipped to the Le vel IV site.
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Table V.I.I-2. Module Staging Requirements
Structure	 uantit
Single rack	 2
Double Rack	 4
Aft flight deck
High rate data recorder
	 1
Electrical
Experiment switching panel
	 6
Harnesses	 TBD
5.1.2	 Mission-independent equipmen . The following hardware is
allocated as mission-independent equipment and will be
shipped to the Level IV site.
Hardware	 Quantity
Mission-independent Spacelab
equipment located in Orbiter
aft flight deck
Data display and keyboard
Subsystem RAU
	 1
Interconnecting station
	 1
Power distribution bus (AFD)	 1
Pallet
Pallet structure
	 3
2.9 m pallet segments
Structure per pallet segment 	 TBD
Inner panels
Outer panels
Freon loop plumbing 	 TBD
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5.1.3	 Multimission support e ui ment. The following hardware is
allocated as multimission independent equipment. The hard-
comprises portions of the small instrument pointing system
(SIPS).
Hardware	 Quantity
Central column includes	 1
up/down and left/right fine gimbals
Instrument support frame 	 2
Standard heat pipe
	
1
thermal enclosure
Roll gimbal	 1
Standard gyro and star	 1
tracker sensor package
E
i
o.L. I t 	 %'UII111U11 pctyluau SU	 U1 'l. UgUILJIImIIL.	 14U UU11111i t-ti ll pdyluclu SUEZ"
port equipment CPSE} is required for AMPS Flight 1.
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5.2 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION/GROUND OPERATIONS TEST
5.2.1 Pgylload integration. The payload integration activities
consist of the tasks required to integrate and test the
flight support equipment, instruments, and pallet and rack
elements. The testing required at each level of assembly
is shown in Table V.H .I-1. The payload integration will be
conducted in accordance with the integration and test flow
depicted in Figure 5.2.1-1. The tasks and time required to
complete the integration is outlined in Figure 5.2.1-2.
Table V.II.I-T. Payload Integration Test Requirements
Configurations Tests
Individual instruments 1) Receiving and inspection consisting
Individual	 FSE of a visual	
inspection aitid limited
performance verification on instru-
Individual	 pallet; ments and FSE as appropriate
Individual racks 2) Electrical performance evalua',:Ioa
tests ( EPET) on instrument d' _...ers
and installed electrical cables
3} Verification of RAU performance
4) Verification of EPDB and ESP
performance
Single pallet element l) EMC performance
2) Interface verification
3) Optical alignment
4) Experiment data bus performance
5) Ordnance circuitry verification
6) Instrument and experiment software
package verification
Integrated system 1) Integrated system test
Verify overall electrical and
mechanical performance
Verify system integrity
2) Mission operation simulation test
Mission timeline performance
Limited crew training
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Figure 5.2.1-1. AMPS Payload Integration Flow
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Figure 5.2.1--1. AMPS Payload Integration Flow (Continued)
TIME WORKING DAYS
G
S
C]l
1
V
TASKS
1)	 MOVE TO ASSEMBLY AREA AND REMOVE TRANSPORTATION GSE sit ;2) ASSUMPTIONS:
21	 PERFORM RECEIVING AND INSPECTION ON INDIVIDUAL lnnwnou (7) l)	 1 SHIFT 7 DAYS/WEEK
INSTRUMENTS FSE/SL-ELEMENTS
2)	 NO CONTINGENCY TIME
31	 INSTALL RACKS AND PALLETS ON WORKSTANDS —{2)
3)	 INSTRUMENTS/FSE RECEIVED IN A
0	 INSTALL LABCRAFT CABLES ONTO PALLETS 14,9119, (5) CERTIFIED STATE
51	 INSTALL SUPPORTS ONTO PALLETS In (21 41	 PALLETS/RACKS IN A STAGED
CONDITION
61	 INSTALL EQUIPMENT INTO RACKS AND TEST (3)
51	 SW COMPLETELY CHECKED OUT
7)	 PERFORM FUNCTIONAL ASSEMBLY PROTOFLIGHT TESTS (il)
B)	 INSTALL INSTRUMENTS ONTO PALLETS (7) LEGEND:
9)	 PERFORM MECHANICAL ALIGNMENTS (FORM AND FIT TYPE) PREPARATION
131	 PERFORM WEIGHT AND BALANCE —(4) CHECKOUT !
11)
	
CONNECT CHECKOUT GSE (PCU, SERVICING) (4) J
12)
	
PERFORM OPTICAL ALIGNMENTS (3)
13)	 PERFORM PALLET ELEMENT TESTS 15
141
	
PERFORM INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST (26)
15)	 PERFORM MISSION OPERATIONS SIMULATION TEST (4)
16)	 D15CONNECT CHECKOUT GSE (2)
17)	 PREPARE FOR SHIPMENT X111111111(6
Al18)	 SHIP
TOTAL B5 DAYS
Figure 5.2.1-2. AMPS integration Schedule
.	 nt
5.2.2 Ground operations. The Level IV integration contractor will
provide support during the ground operations phases at the
launch site. The integration phases, which are specifically
supported, are specified in Table V.II.II-1 and Figure 5.2.2-1.
The primary support consists of providing payload technical
expertise to the integration crew during the tests conducted
at the operations and checkout building and Orbiter proc-
essing facility. During the time allocated to the task of
closing the payload bay at the pad, support will be provided
to the SIPS cryogenic loading activity.
Table V JI.II-1. Level IV Integration Phases
Test Phase Support Required
Operations and checkout building
Test supportInstrument checkout and calibration
Instrument compatibility test Test support/data reduction
Instrument servicing and Test support
finctional test
SL simulated orbit mission Test support
segment test
Orbiter processing facility, VAB, PAD
Test support/data reductionOrbiter integration tests
Payload bay final closeout Test support
Pad payload service Test support
Post mission
Safing operations Test support
Data removal Data reduction
Post mission checkout Data reduction
Instrument removal Test support
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HOURS	 - _
	
- -	 O&C
	
OPF_
^	 29F} HOURS	 ^	 ^I I
20 HOURS
ON DOCK KSC
OPF, VAB AND PAD
PAYLOAD
LAUNCH	 POS*LANDING
f
O&C (92 HOURS)
	 MISSION
POST SHIPMENT TESTS	 lb	 IINSTRUMENT C/O AND CALIBRATION 	
MAINTENANCE AND
INSTRUMENT COMPATABILITY 'PEST	 OPF (29.5 HRS), VAB (39 HRS),	 REFURBISHMENT
DATA REVIEW	 PAD (24 HRS)
INSTRUMENT SERVICING AND FUNCT TEST	 • ORBITER INTEGRATION TESTS	 POSTMISSION
SPACELAB SIM ORB MISSION SEO TEST	 • PAYLOAD BAY FINAL CLOSEOUT
	
a SAFING OPS
• PAD PAYLOAD SERVICE	
o REMOVE DATA
s POSTMISSION C/O
• REMOVE INSTRUMENT	 ?^
O & C = OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BUILDING 	 RACKS AND PALLETS
OPF = ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
	
DATA REDUCTION	 j
VAB = VERTICAL ASSEMBLY BUILDING 	 I
I
Figure 5.2.2-1. The AMPS Program will Support Ground Operations
During Space;ab and Orbiter Integration and
Post-Mission activities
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5.3	 GSE REQUIREMENTS
5.3.1 Payload Integration Center. The GSE listed in Table V.III.I-1
is required at the Payload Integration Center (PIC) in support
of Level IV integration activities.
5.3.2 Launch site_. Based on the assumption that the payload
integration contractor will perform-an off-line post-
shipment test, the GSE required at the launch site in addition
to the Spacelab GSE is listed in Table V.III.II-2.
Table V.III.I-1. PIC Ground Support Equipment
Hardware	 Requirements/Functions
Mechanical
Pallet/rack
	
Available on a schedule that supports the
hard mockup
	
fabrication, test, and operational checkout
schedule of the flight support equipment
Designs that allow for a high-fidelity repro-
duction of the mechanical features of the 	 I
pallets and racks
Flexibility to accommodate various instrument
configurations
Handling dolly	 Provide in-plant mobility for a single pallet
segment and a rack and floor structure
A rail design capable of interfacing with the
rails of the checkout stands
Pallet/rack	 Provide a dedicated working area for pallet and
checkout stands	 rack integration
(five-pallet
stand)	 Provide accessibility to the pallets and racks
Design which-incorporates the Spacelab rail
"roll in/out" concept
Optical alignment	 Provide the capability to perform assembly
kit	 stand, instrument, pallet mating operation
alignment
Thermal blanket	 Provide the capability to support and protect
handling kit	 the thermal blankets associated with the instru-
ments and pallets during handling and hoisting
-j
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Table V.III.1 . 1. PIC Ground Support Equipment (Continued)
f
f	 Hardware Requirements/Functions
Mechanical	 (Cont)
Labcraft payload Provide cooled dehumidified air to the rack-
checkout cooling mounted experiments
unit
Perform the functions of draining, purging,
evacuating, and circulating Freon through the
pallet cold plates
Pallet segment Provide protection to the pallet floor during
floor covers integration operations
(15 per kit)
Rack and floor Provide support for any rack and -Floor assembly
installation and combination when on the assembly stand
removal	 kit
Pallet segment Support the pallets empty or full during all	 +
support integration and transportation activities
X-ray unit Perform the functions of determining internal
malfunction, stress, or corrosion in small con-
nectors or small metallic components
FSE positioning Assist in the removal and installation of hard-
aids ware components weighing over 20 kg
Weight and Perform weight and center of gravity determina-
balance kit tion.	 The kit will be used in conjunction with
the sling kits.
Cleaning kit Perform unscheduled and scheduled cleaning of
exterior payload/Spacelab element surfaces
Electrical
AMPS payload Monitor, distribute, and control the power
checkout unit required for the individual or integrated
experiment testing
Provide control, display, and realtime monitor-
ing of sequenced events
Provide realtime monitoring of red line condi-
tions with capability for automatic/manual
shutdown through the hardwire safing commands
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Table V,III.I-1. PIC Ground Support Equipment (Continued)
Hardware Requirements/Functions
Electrical
	
(Cont)
AMPS payload Provide communication links with the experiment
checkout unit and subsystem RAUs
(Cont)
Process and display in "real time" emergency
caution and warning signals
Provide recording capability for wideband
analog and digital experiment data
Provide automatic control of the experiment
coolant and heating and monitor in real time
Provide timing signals (GMT and MET) and sync
signals for experiment events
Provide interface capability for experiment-
unique GSE
Provide interface capability for the Payload
Operations Control Center
Ordnance tester Verify ordnance firing commands and circuitry
Verify "no voltage" status of ordnance circuits
prior to the installation of live ordnances
Aft end cone Provide the aft end cone to pallet electrical
adapter and fluid physical interface bulkhead
Electrical Provide electrical harnesses from the PCU to
harnesses the pallet elements and/or pallet train
Continuity tester Perform continuity tests on AMPS electrical
cables
Grounding/ Verify the bonding compatibility of the equip-
bonding tester ment after installation
EMC test Verify electromagnetic compatibility between
equipment instruments
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Table V.III.II-2. Launch Site Ground Support Equipment
Hardware Requirements/Functions
Mechanical
FSE Assist in the removal and installation of hardware
positioning components weighing over 20 kg
aids
Thermal	 blanket Provide the capability to support and protect the
handling kit thermal blanket associated with the instruments
and pallets during handling and hoisting
Electrical
AMPS payload Monitor, distribute, and control the power required
checkout unit for the individual or integrated experiment testing
Provide control, display, and realtime monitoring
of sequenced events
Provide realtime monitoring of red line conditions
with capability for automatic/manual shutdown
through the hardwire safing commands
Provide communication links with the experiment
and subsystem RAUs
Process and display in "real time" emergency
caution and warning signals
Provide recording capability for wideband analog
and digital experiment data
Provide automatic control of the experiment coolant
and heating and monitor in real time
Provide timing signals (GMT and MET) and sync
signals for experiment events
Provide interface capability for experiment--unique
GSE
Provide interface capability for the Payload
Operations Control Center
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Table V.III.I1-2. Launch Site Ground Support
Equipment (Continued)
Hardware Requirements/Functions
Ordnance tester Verify ordnance firing commands and circuitry
Verify "no voltage" status of ordnance circuits
prior to the installation of live ordanances
Electrical Provide electrical harnesses from the PCU to the
harnesses pallet elements and/or pallet train
-,s I
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5.4	 FACILITIES AND SERVICES. Facilities and services are required at
both the Payload Integration Center (PIC) and the launch site.
These facilities shall provide for storage, assembly, and checkout
of the AMPS payload.
5.4.1
	
Facilities. A pictoral description of the AMPS PIC is
shown in Figure 5.4.1-1. The facility will provide storage,
assembly, and office space as shown in Table V.IV.I-1.
Launch site facilities will be required to store, maintain,
and inspect the AMPS payload. The launch site facility
requirements are shown in Table V.IV.I--2.
O RECEIVING INSPECTION
PAYLOAD BUILD-UP INTEGRATION STAND
	
c^
CO RACK/FLOOR STAND
Q 10,000 CLEAN ROOM
EQ LABORATORIES
	
H
Q GENERAL OFFICES.
MONITOR AND TEST CONTROL AREA
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST AREA
	 ^^/ 20 FT
Q STORAGE (INT ERIM),^'^	 OI
Q SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION
	 u FTA
n -^ V U
20 Fr
7
B
bo T o
0
Figure 5,4.1-1. Payload Integration Facility
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Table V.IV.I-1. PIC Requirements
Functions Ar 2a
( M )
Receiving inspection (TBD)
Payload build-up integration stand (TBD)
Rack/floor stand (TBD)
10,000 clean room (TBD)
Laboratories (TBD)
General offices (TBD)
Monitor and test control area (TBD)
Environmental test area (TBD)
Storage (interim) (TBD)
Subsystem integration (TBD)
A
►-•.	 1
Table V.IV.I-2. Launch Site Facility Requirements
Function Area
(M2)
Receiving inspection (TBD)
Spares (TBD)
Instrument GSE (TBD)   
Ifh
	 c
	 p
	5.4.2	 Services, The PIC and launch site shall provide the
following services for the AMPS flight;
Temperature	 75°F Max.
Humidity	 <50/ (Rel. Hum.)
Cleanliness	 1OOK, JOK
GN2	 TBD
G02	TBD
GH2	 TBD
Missile Grade Air	 TBD
Shop Air	 TBD
H2O	 TBD
Freon	 TBD
28 Vdc Reg/Non-Reg. 	 TBD
120 V, 60 Hz Single Phase	 TBD	 j
120/208 V, 60 Hz Three Phase	 TBD
110/220 V, 60 Hz Single Phase	 TBD
Overhead Cranes	 Height Capability (TBD)
	
5.4.3	 Post-missionrocessin	 The post-mission processing
requirements are TBD .
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5.5
	 LOGISTICS
5.5.1 Payload integration center. The logistic requirements
necessary to support functional assembly proto-flight certi-
fication, pre-Level IV and Level IV integration and maintenance
of AMPS equipment at the Payload Integration Center are as
follows:
Function Support
Support Test equipment required to support AMPS
and test integration and maintenance activities
equipment are identified in Table (TBS).	 All test
equipment shall conform with applicable
calibration requirements. 	 Current
calibration records shall be maintained
at the PIC.
Documentation A library containing technical documenta-
tion on all AMPS equipment shall be
established at the PIC. 	 Technical docu-
mentation shall contain all applicable
revisions to reflect actual hardware
configuration..
	
Technical documentation
shall be adequate to support both inte-
gration and maintenance activities.
Maintenance The integration and test team shall con-
tain qualified maintenance personnel
trained to perform preventive and correc-
tive maintenance at the organizational
and intermediate levels.
Preventive maintenance schedules shall be
established and all applicable procedures
implemented to ensure maximum availability
of AMPS equipment.
Spare/repair A bonded storeroom shall be established
parts at the PIC.	 This storeroom shall contain
the level of spare/repair parts necessary
to support all integration and maintenance
activities performed at this location.
Inventory control shall be maintained and
spare/repair parts usage documented.
5-18
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5.5.2 Launch site, This section defines the logistics
requirements necessary to support AMPS equipment preflight
and postflight operations.
i	 Function Support
Preflight Maintenance shall consist of fault iso-
logistics lation to the line replaceable unit (LRU)
support level, removing the faulty LRU, replacing
the LRU with a good spare unit, and ver?- 	 F
fication procedures to ensure problem has
been corrected.
Spare LRU flight equipment shall be main-
	 f
tained at (TBD) facility.
Test and support equipment required for
preflight test and maintenance a^tivities
are identified in Table (TBD).
Postflight consists of repair and/or
refurbishment of AMPS e quipment.	 Specific
requirements concerning postflight AMPS
refurbishment is contained on Document
(TBD).
Personnel (TBD)
required
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	6.	 PAYLOAD FLIGHT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
	
6.1
	
POCC REQUIREMENTS. The AMPS Payload Operations Control Center (POCC)
will be designed to complement the National Space Transportation
System command, control and communications network and maximize the
scientific return for each flight. The POCC will provide facilities,
equipment and software to provide activity replanning, payload hard-
ware performance assessment, fault isolation, and the assessment of
scientific data. These design requirements allow the scientific
flight crew to concentrate on scientific observations and on-the--spot
decision making.
6.1.1 POCC equipment. The POCC will provide for historical storage
of all payload data, formatting commands to the payload, voice
communication with the Spacelab, scientific calculations and
display of Spacelab TV. The number of consoles and other
peripherals is (TBD). Table VI.I.I--1 is a summary of the POCC
equipment functions and capability required for AMPS Flight 1.
Table VI.I.I-1, AMPS Right 1 POCC Equipment Requirements
Equipment
	
Function Capability Required
Front End Bit sync, decommutate position 1)	 2.6 mbps
Processor
Data Storage Hold data for access by com- 1)	 Quick access	 (disk)
puter system and remotes 20 mbytes
2)	 Tape storage
80,000 mbytes
Computer System Access data from data storage 1)	 Interrogated by <10
and MCC, develop displays, peripherals
generate commands, perform
scientific calculations,
interrupt/prioritize
Consoles Request and display data, 1)	 Graphics
assemble and transfer commands 2)	 Refreshing
3)	 Partial
	
update
4)	 Symbol generator
The responsibility for the development of these requirements
rests with the AMPS integration contractor (AIC), recipients
include the Shuttle Payloads Project office, CSC, MSFC and
the Spacelab integration contractor.
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6.1.2 POCC software. POCC software will be required to support the
POCC functions oreviously described. The major software pro-
grams and their size are shown in Table VI.I.II--1.
Table VI.I.II-1. AMPS Flight 1 POCC Software Requirements
Software Program S7ze(Words) Developed User
Operating System (TBD) GSFC GSFC
Data Storage and Retrieval 100K GSFC GSFC
Display Generator 100K GSFC GSFC
Data Base (TBD) AIC GSFC
Experiment Applications (TBD) (TBD) GSFC
Planning (TBD) AIC GSFC
Data Processing (TBD) GSFC GSFC
6.2 POCC SUPPORT OPERATIONS FOR PAYLOAD INTEGRATION. The POCC will be
configured to support the integration and test process. This will
require data and voice interfaces with the experiment flight equip-
ment during the mission operations systems test (MOST) and with the
Orbiter during integrated systems test. The signal interfaces
between the POCC and AMPS payload is described in Table VI.II-1.
Table VI.Il-l. POCC/Payload Integration Data interfaces
Integration Test
Uplink Digital Downlink Data
Data Command Digital Analog
Mission Operations (TBD) (TBD) (TBD) (TBD)
Systems Test
Integrated Systems 1 mbps S kbps 50 mbps
Test 2 mbps 4.2 MHz
6.3 POCC PERSONNEL SIMULATIONS/TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. Training for per-.
sonnel assigned to AMPS Flight 1 will consist of envoi vement in the
payload design, flight and experiment planning, and several flight
simulations. The total training requirement is (TBD). At a minimum,
the POCC crew should . participa-te in the mission operations systems
tests; interacting with the flight crew, data and planned procedures.
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	7.	 FLIGHT CREW REQUIREMENTS
	
7.1	 CREW SIZE. The size and functions of the flight crew required to
perform the requirements of this flight are shown in Table VII.I-1.
Table VII , I-1. Flight Crew Requirements
Flight Crew Functions CAR Pilot
Mission
Spec
Payload	 1
Spec
Payload
Spec
Orbiter Flight Operations
Vehicle flight control P B
Guidance, navigation P B
Vehicle systems management P B
Monitor, control flight safety items P B
Consumables management P B S
Monitor caution and warning P B
Electrical power management P B
Environmental control P B
Payload Operations Management_
Orbiter/payload subsystem checkout, operation P
Monitor payload caution and warning P
Manage payload support communications P
Activity scheduling 5 s P S S
Experiment Operations
Electron accelerator 5 P S
Small instrument pointing P B
OBIPS S P B
Vector magnetometer S P B
Gas canister release S S B P
Optical instruments P P
IR radiometer B P
IR interferometer spectrometer B P
LIDAR B P
Environmental sensing package S P P
Solar flux monitor S P
Remote manipulator P
P - Primary function
	
B - Back-up function	 S - Support function
7.2	 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST QUALIFICATIONS. The payload specialist is respon-
sible for the attainment of experiment objectives. In this role, he
is responsible for the management of the payload operations, profi-
cient in experiment performance and knowledgeable in the operation
of the caution and warning systems, hatches, tunnel and life support
systems. In addition to these general characteristics, the payload
specialists for each AMPS flight will have specific sceintific train-
ing and experience. Each payload specialist; should be an experimental
physicist, one with a background in accelerators and the other in
atmospheric physics.
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i7.3	 AMPS TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. Payload specialist; Braining is required
for the activities shown in Table VII.III-1, The allocation of responsi-
bility between GSFC and JSC is also defined.
Table VII.III-1. Payload Specialist Training Requirements
Requirement
Responsibility
GSFC JSC
Certification for flight X
Procedural training on experiments X
Experiment/Spacelab interface training X X
Combined experiments training X
Habitability and safety training X
Integrated operations training X
7.4 TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. The equipment required to accom-
plish the AMPS training plan has been selected to maximize the
multiple use of AMPS or other existing equipment. A summary of the
factors and applications of the selected equipment is shown in
Figure 7.4-1. The training program can be accomplished using the
following equipment:
(1) Instrument development breadboards
(2) Combined AMPS workstation mockup and payload simulator
(3) AMPS integration facility
(4) Spacelab/Orbiter trainer.
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TRAINING EQUIPMENT TRAINING APPLICATIONS NEGATIVE FACTORS
• INSTRUMENT 9 INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES • NOT "FLIGHT LIKE"
DEVELOPMENT @ DATA TRENDS • LIMITED AVAILABILITY
BREADBOARDS AND
SIMULATIONS
*WORKSTATION • EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES *LIMITED AVAILABILITY
MOCK UP & PAYLOAD
• EXPERIMENT/SPACELAB PRIOR TO LEVEL IV
SIMULATOR INTERFACES INTEGRATION
• INTEGRATED EXPERIMENT
OPERATIONS
• SPACELAB FAMILIARIZATION
*AMPS INTEGRATION 0 PROCEDURES REFRESHER • LIMITED INSTRUMENT
FACILITY
• MISSION SIMULATION OPERATION
• LIMITED AVAILABILITY
INTERFERENCE WITH
TESTING
•SPACELAB/ORBITER • CDMS PROCEDURES • LIMITED AVAILABILITY
TRAINER (JSC)
• SPACELAB FAMILIARIZATION • NO EXPERIMENT
• INTEGRATED FLIGHT SIMULATION
OPERA T IONS
Figure 7,4-1, AMPS Training Equipment Has Seen Selected to
Maximize Multiple Use of Hardware
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